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THE PRESIDENT, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY, 
AND STAFF CONGRATULATE YOU ON THIS VERY SPECIAL DAY. 
TODAY'S COMMENCEMENT EXERCISE IS THE CULMINATION OF YOUR 
HARD WORK AND INTELLECTUAL EFFORT, WHICH SHOULD BE DULY 
NOTED AND PUBLICLY RECOGNIZED. MAY ALL OF YOUR DREAMS AND 
WISHES BRING FORTH A PROSPEROUS FUTURE. CONGRATULATIONS! 
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 
WELCOME TO THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY OF 2014 
FOR THE 
FARQUHAR COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF COMPUTER 
AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES 
AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
H. WAYNE HUIZENGA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF HUMAN SERVICE, 




Saturday, the Twenty .. First of June, Two Thousand and Fourteen 
Four O'clock in the Afternoon 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
MARSHAL 
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREES 
CANDIDATES FOR SPECIALIST DEGREES 
CANDIDATES FOR MASTER'S DEGREES 
MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
DISTINGUISHED GUESTS 
UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS 
ORDER OF EXERCISE 
Prelude 
* Processional 
Crown Imperial (1937) .............................................................................................. Walton 
Convening the Commencement. .............................................. Grand Marshal, Silvia Flores, M.D. 
Member, Board of Trustees 
Presiding Officer. .................................................................................. George L. Hanbury II, Ph.D. 
President and Chief Executive Officer, Nova Southeastern University 
* Star Spangled Banner ........................................................................................................ Key/Smith 
O! say can you see by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming, 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the perilous fight, 
0' er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there; 
O! say does that star~spangled banner yet wave, 
0' er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
Welcome and Introductions ......................................................................... Ralph V. Rogers, Ph.D. 
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Opening Remarks ............................................................................................ George L. Hanbury II 
Presentation of Candidates for Degrees .................................................................... Ralph V. Rogers 
H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business and Entrepreneurship ..... J. Preston J ones, D.B.A. 
Dean 
Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences ................ Eric Ackerman, Ph.D. 
Dean 
*Denotes that the audience should stand during this part of the ceremony 
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Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences ...................... Honggang Yang, Ph.D. 
Dean 
Oceanographic Center .............. ................................................... . Richard E. Dodge, Ph.D. 
Dean 
Institute for the Study of Human Service, Health, and Justice .... Kimberly Durham, Psy.D. 
Dean 
Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences ........................... ................ Don Rosenblum, Ph.D. 
Dean 
Conferral of Degrees ...................................................... ..................... ............. George L. Hanbury II 
Closing Remarks ................................. ................................................... .......... George L. Hanbury II 
Dismissal of the Commencement.. ................................ ...................... Grand Marshal, Silvia Flores 
*Nova Southeastern University Anthem ..................... ............ .......... ..... ....... ...................... Cavanaugh 
*Recessional 
Hail thee, Nova Southeastern! 
Bright sun shining new; 
Radiant star of our morning, 
Ever rising, true; 
May thy wisdom serve as our constant guide 
and thy love a beacon strong, 
as throughout the world we spread thy name 
joining voice in grateful song: 
Nova Southeastern, Alma Mater, 
By thy light imbue, 
Service, honor, loyalty, 
'til our days are through. 
Love thee, Gray and Blue! 
La Rejouissance ............................... ................................................ ......... ................... Handel 
*Denotes that the audience should stand during this part of the ceremony 
H. WAYNE HUIZENGA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
Presented by J. Preston Jones, D.B.A. 
DOCTOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Gary A. Dusek ............... .............. .............. ....... Maxwell, Texas Michele Marie McGowan ........................ Moosic, Pennsylvania 
Audrey Ellison ..................................... .. ........... Tampa, Florida Ahmed Eltamimi Mohamed ................. Alkhobar, Saudi Arabia 
Jerry B. Hays ........................................................ Austin, Texas Cynthia Beth Rippe .. .................................... St. Johns, Florida 
Matthew Jay Kaufman ..... .. ............................ Parkland, Florida Rose M. Thompson ............................... Kingston , Jamaica, WI 
Yunshan Lian .................... ..... ........ .. .................. ..... Jilin, China Roslyn Vargas .................................. .................. Sunrise, Florida 
DOCTOR OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Jorge A. Palacios ........... .......... .............. .............. ......... ..... .............. ..... .... .......... .... ...... .... .............. ..... ... .. .... ............. Weston, Florida 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF COMPUTER 
AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Presented by Eric S. Ackerman, Ph.D. 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Robert L. Brown ............................................. AtIanta, Georgia Hernan Londono ......................................... Plantation, Florida 
Uriel Carrasquilla .. ...... ......................... Belmont, Massachusetts William Buxton Ligon McGarvey ................. Texas City, Texas 
Nathaniel J. Fuller ..................... .. ........ Chevy Chase, Maryland 
Audrey Ann Gendreau .............. .. .......... Wesley Chapel, Florida 
James M. Reneau ......................................... Greenup, Kentucky 
Billy John Shrewsbury ...... ...... ... .. .............. Nashville, Tennessee 
Russell Clark Johnson .......... .. ........................ Collinston, Utah Claudio Taglienti ......................................... Barrington, Illinois 
Gregory A. Julock ................................ APO, Military-Europe Hicham R. Tout .............. ................. ... .... .... San Jose, California 
Carolyn LaMacchia ........................... Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania 
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COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Paul H. Comitz ............... .. ............................. . Laurel, Maryland 
Binh Dang .............................. Egg Harbor Township, New Jersey 
John Dean ...................................................... Shawnee, Kansas 
Jack L. Mason ................................................... Elk Ridge, Utah 
Adnan Masood .......... .. ..... .. ...... Rancho Cucamonga, California 
Regina M. Mathis ........... .. ................ Charlotte, North Carolina 
George Harold Ford, Jr. ...... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. ........ Severn, Maryland Ruth Ann Weldon ...................................... Bolingbrook, Illinois 
COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION 
James C. Burrell ...................... Washington, District of Columbia Chiou Moh ............... .. .. ........... ....................... Taichung, Taiwan 
Alicia Bailey David .......................................... Macon, Georgia Diana T. Moore ..... .. .......................... Hooksett , New Hampshire 
Matthew T. Devine ........................ .. ...... San Marcos, California Maria Teresa Pares Toral ......................... SanJuan, Puerto Rico 
Felix Diaz .. ...................................................... Miramar, Florida Scott Ragsdale ................................................ Searcy, Arkansas 
Ragan A. DuBose-Morris ................ Charleston, South Carolina Kimberlee Louise Round ............ North Andover, Massachusetts 
Robin E. Garrett ................................................ Humble, Texas Bruce Sowers ................................................... Muncie, Indiana 
Mark Cameron Harris ........ .. ........... Albuquerque, New Mexico James Edward Spruill ...... .. ........ .. ........ .. ......... .. .. Troy, Michigan 
Katharine Lee Hixson ................................ Fort Myers, Florida Sharon L. Wright ............ .. .... .. ................... Haymarket, Virginia 
Kathleen J. Marrs .......................... .. ... .. ........ Ypsilanti, Michigan 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Faranak Afshar ........... .. ....... .. ......... .. ......... Plainview, New York Jeffrey S. Linney ...... .. ......... .. ................. Benson, North Carolina 
Dawn M. Beyer .......... .. .... .. .. .. .................. Monument, Colorado Margaret Long ........................... Bloomfield Township, Michigan 
Edward D. Boyer ... .. ............ .. .......................... Atlanta, Georgia Joseph P. Lui ...................... .. ................ .. Perrineville, New Jersey 
Miguel Angel Buleje ............ .. ...... .. ................. Orlando, Florida Richard S. MacMillan ............................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Darshan Domah ............ .. .. .. ..................... Plymouth, Minnesota Richard Alan Merritts ................... .. .. .. .......... Severn, Maryland 
Paul Phillip Dooley ............ .. .......... Massapequa Park, New York Stephen Robert Orr IV ............. .. ........ ........... Fulton, Maryland 
Charles K. Edwards .............................. Sandy Spring, Maryland Angel Rafael Otero .................................. San Juan, Puerto Rico 
Christian Matthew Graham ............................ Auburn, Maine Sharon L. Parker ................ .. ..... .... .. .......... New York , New York 
Bennet Michael Hammer ........... .. .................. Berlin, Germany Jerry F. Perez .............. .. ....... .. .... .. ....... .. .............. Lubbock, Texas 
Martha Nanette Harrell .......................... Little Rock, Arkansas Levi Perigo ............................... .. .. .. ............... Boulder, Colorado 
Huei-Min Hsu ........................ .. ...... .. ........ Hualien City, Taiwan Garrett Smiley ............................ .. ................... Reston, Virginia 
Corland Gordon Keating ................................... Salem, Oregon Lawrence Charles Snyder III ..... .. ....... ...... Fort Plain, New York 
John A. Landmesser .......................... Warrington, Pennsylvania Stanie A. Waddell ...................... .... .. ....... Cary, North Carolina 
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GRADUATE SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES 
AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Presented by Honggang Yang, Ph.D. 
Claire Michele Rice, Ph.D. 
CONFLICT ANALYSIS AND RESOLUTION 
Ahmed M. Asfahani ......... ........................ jeddah, Saudi Arabia Linus D. Nangwele ....... .. ............. .. ..... Santa Monica, California 
Mark Baird ........................................ .Lake Stevens, Washington Bina Patel.. ............................................ Silver Spring, Maryland 
Arnold John Banks ....................................... Lincoln, Nebraska Stephen J. Pidwysocky ..... Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada 
Susana Josefa Bertuna Reynoso .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Karl S. Plummer ........................................... Wellington, Florida 
Safeer Tariq Bhatti ................................ Blue Bell, Pennsylvania Kristie J. Redfering ........... .. .............. .. ............ Seminole, Florida 
Elaine M. Bromfield ................. .. ................... Auburn, Alabama Cade Jarrod Resnick ...... .... ............ ........ Winter Springs, Florida 
Nkaze Chateh Nkengtego ............................. Severn, Maryland Diana Riviera .................. ..... .... .. ... ................. Tamarac, Florida 
Hyacinth I. Guy ................... D'abadie, Trinidad and Tobago, WI Katariina Rosenblatt .............. .. ............... Coral Springs, Florida 
Suzzette Ann-Marie Harriott ........................... Sunrise, Florida Melodee A. Smith ............................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Matthew Simon Ibok ...................... .. ....... Coral Gables, Florida Phillip Andrew Smith ....... ......... .. ........... McDonough, Georgia 
Nicole Ann Incorvia ................................ Shoreham, New York Chris Smithmyer .................. .......... .. ........ Dysart, Pennsylvania 
Freeman Raymond Irvine III ................ ... Falls Church, Virginia Kristina Taylor .................. ......... .. .................... Chicago, Illinois 
Camika Jerido ............................................ jacksonville, Florida Michelle Lee Trusso .................. .. .... .. ............. Military-Pacific 
Alphonse Kasongo ........................ .. .. .. ......... Hampton, Virginia Hector Urbina ............................................... ..... Miami, Florida 
Consuelo Doria Kelley .............. .. ............ ..... Hollywood, Florida Cesar Vela Beltran Del Rio ...... .. .. .. .......... Mexico City, Mexico 
Naupess Kwabene Kibiswa .. .... .. ... .. ................. Kinshasa, Congo Lorraine A. T. Vernal.. ............ .. ............ Kingston, jamaica, WI 
Dilip Vasudeo Kulkarni ......................... Mount Airy, Maryland Bruce Whitman .................. .. .... .. .. ................. St. johns, Florida 
Maria Lakhdar .. .. .................... .. ................... ..... Rabat, Morocco Lisa C. Witzler ......................... .. .. .. ............ Rockville, Maryland 
Theodore J. Lambros ................................... Wellington, Florida Melissa F. Zisler .. ................ .. ... .. ........ .. ....... Annandale, Virginia 
Carl Michael Letamendi.. ...... .. ........ .. ............. Miramar, Florida John Zivojinovic ................ .. ........................... Parker, Colorado 
Aniuska M. Luna ............................................... Miami, Florida 
Presented by Honggang Yang, Ph.D. 
Tommie V. Boyd, Ph.D. 
FAMILY THERAPY 
Melissa Arias Shah ................. .. ... .. ... ................. Miami, Florida Laura L. Richter ............................... .. ........ Boca Raton, Florida 
Jamie Nicole Brodarick ................... .. ......... Boca Raton, Florida Luann Rodriguez ......................................... Homestead, Florida 
Martine Cesaire-Francois ............................... Miramar, Florida Olivia Schlapfer Colmer ........ .. ... .. .... ................. Miami, Florida 
Gary Forrest .......................... .. ....... .. ............... Oakland, Flordia Theodora Stephenson ................................... Parkland, Florida 
Tyon L. Hall ........ .. ........... .. ........ ..... ..... ..... Winter Park, Florida Maria Eugenia Torres-Gregory .... ...... Arlington Heights, Illinois 
DOCTOR OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY 
Randal Mullings ....... .............. ................... .. .. ..... .......... .. ....... ......... ..... ......... .. ........ .... .... .......... .. ... ..... .. ........ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
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OCEANOGRAPHIC CENTER 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Presented by Richard E. Dodge, Ph.D. 
Richard Spieler, Ph.D. 
OCEANOGRAPHY AND MARINE BIOLOGY 
Andrea Michelle Bernard .......... .. .................. Aventura, Florida Gwilym Rowlands ........................................ Hollywood, Florida 
Andia Chaves-Fonnegra ........... .. ............. Delray Beach, Florida Christine Clare Bruels Testerman ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
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INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF HUMAN SERVICE, 
HEALTH, AND JUSTICE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Presented by Kimberly Durham, Psy.D. 
Tammy E. Kushner, Psy.D. 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
Anthony Berrios .......... ...... .... ........... Greenville, South Carolina Roberto Gregorio Santos ........................ Port St. Lucie, Florida 
Carmen M. Cusack ........................................... Juneau, Alaska 
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H. WAYNE HUIZENGA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
Presented by J. Preston Jones, D.B.A. 
Albert Williams, Ph.D. 
Frank J. Cavico, LL.M., J.D. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
Precious Faye Agillon ........................................ Miami, Florida Melanie Levy ........................................ Wilton Manors, Florida 
Stephanie Agledor ............ .. ................. .. .. .......... Miami, Florida Liz M. Leyva .......................................... ............. Miami, Florida 
Daryl Robert Ayan ...... .. ................................. Miramar, Florida Eugenia Lopez .................................. .. ........ ..... . Apopka, Florida 
Gayle M. Barrow ......................... ................... Nassau, Bahamas Jaclyn Lopez ........ .. ............ .. ..................... Miami Beach, Florida 
Monica Bautista Tapia .......... .... .......... . Staten Island, New York Jeanine Louis ........................................ Winter Garden, Florida 
Daniel Blas ......................................................... Miami, Florida Anatole D. Arnett Major .............................. Nassau, Bahamas 
Meryem Bourouis ................. .. .................. Miami Beach, Florida Nayyirah B. Malik ............................... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Kristen Bowers ................................. Jacksonville Beach, Florida Mariana 1. Marcano Luna .................... Boynton Beach, Florida 
Madelynn Henrietta Bowie .................. Boynton Beach, Florida Joan K. McBean ........................................... Lauderhill, Florida 
Shauna-Lee C. Burgess Christie ................. Greenacres, Florida Kristen Marie Melo ............................................ Jupiter, Florida 
Lisa Maureen Burke ................ ...... .. .................. .I\1iami, Florida Yusha Morton ....... ........................................ Nassau, Bahamas 
Candi Janel Chester ................................. Milledgeville, Georgia Lorna L. Otero .................... .. ........ .. ..... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Chelsey Clark .......................................... Coral Springs, Florida Nancy Villa Paredes ................ .. ......................... Miami, Florida 
Rodrigo Collazos ................ .. .......... North Miami Beach, Florida Shavette Paul .................................................... Sunrise, Florida 
Elias A. Corcho ................................ Minot AFB, North Dakota Maria Pazo ................................ Rio Cuarto-Cordoba, Argentina 
Cecilia Audhily Cuadra ............................. Lake Worth , Florida Derica Phelts ......... ... .......... ......................... Tallahassee, Florida 
Marnelle Datus .......................... ....... North Lauderdale, Florida Anna N. Phillips .................... .. ............ . Trinity, North Carolina 
Pratima Debah ............................................. Lauderhill, Florida Matthew Robert Pittinaro ......... .. ................ Plantation, Florida 
Anyea Loreal Debose ................................... Plantation, Florida Latoya Dawn Pittman ........................ .. . Ormond Beach, Florida 
Danielle Denis ............................................. Kissimmee, Florida Triniece K. Pollock ........................ .. .................. Miami, Florida 
April Dunham ................................ Hardeeville, South Carolina Sandra Portillo .......................... .. .... ...... ........... Weston, Florida 
Monica Duran .... .. .......... ..... ..... ...................... .... Miami, Florida Marisol Prieto ............................ .... .......... .. .. Hollywood, Florida 
Nathalee J. English .... .. .. .. .. .. .............. West Palm Beach, Florida Joanna Prosper ............ .. ..................... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Anne M. Fils-Aime ............................................ Miami, Florida Alyssa Reed ............ .. ...... .. ........................ Coral Springs, Florida 
Dia 1. Fleming .................... .. ................. Daytona Beach , Florida Sofia Reed ......................................................... Tampa, Florida 
Anacaona Florentino ................ .. .............. . Greenacres, Florida Roxana Marie Rey ........ .. ................................... Miami, Florida 
Lema Ghafir ............................................ ........ Phoenix, Arizona Dean Richardson .......... .. ..................... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Andres Felipe Gil .......................... .. .............. Tamarac, Florida Yurier Sanz ......................................................... Miami, Florida 
Tania Gutierrez .............................. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... Miami, Florida Shanna Shore Matthews ........................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Helen Candace Hagedorn .................................. Davie, Florida Jacquelyn Rebecca Small ................ .. ............. Lakeland, Florida 
Keshia Harvey .............................................. Lauderhill, Florida Melissa Soto Ramos ........................................ Orlando, Florida 
Virginia Hernandez ................................. North Miami, Florida Natania Georgia Spencer ..... .. ................ Riviera Beach, Florida 
Karen Aime Herrera ................................. Garfield, New Jersey Stephanie Lyn Taetsch ...................... Glastonbury, Connecticut 
Randolph Hudgins, Jr. ............................. North Miami, Florida Lauren Vega ........... .. ..... ... ... .... ... ..... ................... Miami, Florida 
Fauzia Jamaluddin ......................... Palm Beach Gardens, Florida Mary Washington ....... ...... .................. ............... Miami, Florida 
Diana X. Jelkh Caycedo ...... .. .......................... Weston, Florida Rebecca Weisz ................... ................................. Ocoee, Florida 
Carissa Nicole Johnson ................ .. .................. Tampa, Florida Tamika Wells ......................................... Atlantic Beach, Florida 
Shaneka Sabrina Johnson ................... Miami Gardens, Florida Lori Jill Wernikoff ........................ .. ...... Boynton Beach, Florida 
Sabrina C. Joiner .................... .. ....................... Hialeah, Florida Dannette Whitley-Bowman .............................. Miami, Florida 
Vanesta A. Jules ...................... .. ......... West Palm Beach, Florida Carolina Williams ................ .................... Maybrook, New York 
Kristin Loren Kelly ........................................ Nassau, Bahamas Yolanda Ann Williams ............ .. .. .. .. ............ Lauderhill, Florida 
Kerri Renee Laing .................................... North Miami, Florida Christian Claire Young ...................... .. ... Coral Springs, Florida 
LEADERSHIP 
John L. Aguiar ..... ....................... ....................... Miami, Florida Margaret D. Lee .............................................. Miramar, Florida 
Erin Shenee Brown ............... .. .................... Bainbridge, Georgia Gina Macenat ...................................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Wendy Lourdes Burrion ......................... ..... Hollywood, Florida Shandra P. Mallary .... ................................. Homestead, Florida 
Santia Calixte .................................................... Miami, Florida Mary Elizabeth McGrath ............................ Vero Beach, Florida 
Melissa Castriota ............................................ Miramar, Florida Sandra Marie McLean-Maragh ...................... Miramar, Florida 
Sherita Chester ............................................... Atlanta, Georgia Jennifer Lea Minge ............................................. Davie, Florida 
Hugues Cine ..................................... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida Veronica Alexis Nellis ........................... Miami Springs, Florida 
Jeannine Pearce Clark ................ Lauderdale by the Sea, Florida Oscar Rene Paladino, Jr. ............................... ..... Miami, Florida 
Anthony Mario Contento ...... .......................... . jupiter, Florida Chrystal Lynn Randle .......... .. ..................... Plantation, Florida 
Elba M. Cruz ........................................ Pompano Beach, Florida Kiron Jamil Reese ............ .. ... .... ........... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Earlisa R. Darling .................................... Riviera Beach, Florida LeeAndria Ross ................ .. ............................. Atlanta, Georgia 
Marcela Denis-Perez ........... .... ....... ................ Tamarac, Florida Chris John Scheidt ............................................ Miami, Florida 
John Joseph DiMartino ................................. Tamarac, Florida Matthew A. Sienk ........................ .. .................. Tampa, Florida 
Marcia Francis .................................................. Sunrise, Florida Ruth M. Studstill ............................................... Miami, Florida 
Paulette Frank ........................................ Kingston, jamaica, WI Brittney Elena TrowelL ............ ...... ..... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Kimberly Lynne Glover ............................. Lake Worth, Florida Catherine Vargas ............... .... ... ........... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Merri Robyn Goodman ....................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Danielle N. Watters ............... .. ...... ... ..... Birmingham, Alabama 
Toriano Jabaar Irizarry ......................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Linda Diane Whitman ............................ Dania Beach, Florida 
Josephine E. Jackson ................. ........................ . Duval, Florida Glenna Withem ......................... .. ...... New Hill, North Carolina 
Katrina R. Jackson ................................. Lawrenceville, Georgia Cyrus Travon Wyche .... ............................... Avon Park, Florida 
Tina T. James ........................... ....................... .. Tampa, Florida Amber M. Yates .................................. . Pompano Beach, Florida 
Michael La Comb ...................................... Winter Park, Florida 
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT 
Stephen F. Chefan ........... .. ....... ..... .............. Wellington, Florida Max Granofsky ........................................ Delray Beach, Florida 
Edwige Clark .................................................. .... Miami, Florida Jean Joseph ................................................. Boca Raton, Florida 
Barnette R. Diggs ......................................... Plantation, Florida Christopher Joseph Rotella ................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Robert Donovan ............................................... Sanibel, Florida Michael Stathopoulos .......................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Evans Gedeon .............................. ................. Lake Park, Florida 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Minerya Josefina Acosta ............................. Wellington, Florida Roshod J. Jones ............ .............. ..... ........ ........... Miami, Florida 
Jonathan Appel ....................................... Coral Springs, Florida Nancy Joseph ........................................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Lorena Andrea Barrera ........................ Pembroke Pines, Florida Kristine Kowalski .............................................. Perry, Michigan 
Kiani Bowman .............................................. Riverview, Florida Monica Lourdes Llerena .......................... Miami Beach, Florida 
Dzshun Brown ................. .. ................... Deerfield Beach, Florida Katherine Melissa Londono .............................. Miami, Florida 
Casimir Caseneuve .............................. Pompano Beach, Florida Novella J. Lopes ............................................. Tamarac, Florida 
Naiteur Casimir ............. ....... ....... .. ......... Port St. Lucie, Florida Brandis Nicole Manta), .............................. jacksonville, Florida 
Mariela E. Diaz .................................................. Miami, Florida Chantae Martin .... .................... ..... .... .............. Deltona, Florida 
Neil E. Downs, Jr ................................................ Miami, Florida Michael McGhee ........... .. ............................ Lauderhill, Florida 
Alena Marie Dunham ..................................... Apopka, Florida Ayesha Razia Murray .......... .... .. ..... Wilmington, North Carolina 
Raisa Michelle Echevarria Roman .................... Miami, Florida Carolina Ocampo .................................... Elizabeth, New jersey 
David Edward England .................................. Tequesta, Florida Maria Marcela Palacios ........... .... ..... .................. Miami, Florida 
Emilio Estelhomme .............................. Pompano Beach, Florida Jean-Robert PascaL ............................. Miami Gardens, Florida 
Joseph Ford, Jr. ................................................. Albany, Georgia Yamileth Pereyra ................................................. Doral, Florida 
Carlos Garcia ............... .. ............ .. ........ Pembroke Pines, Florida Shellie Ransom-Jackson .................................... Miami, Florida 
Shante P. Gill... ............................................ Lauderhill, Florida Dominique N. Ritchie .......... ..... .......... ...... .. Lauderhill, Florida 
Leslie Green Hamilton Johnson .................... Carrollton, Texas Jose Martin Rodriguez ..................................... Hialeah, Florida 
Sharifa Lamore Heath ....................................... Miami, Florida Angela Virginia Rose ................................ Lake Worth, Florida 
James Isaac Jennings .......... ..... .. .................. Fort Pierce, Florida Michael Bryan Salvemini. ................................. jupiter, Florida 
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Rachel Cassandra Scott .................. ........ Oakland Park, Ftorida Ansler Titus ....... ...... ..... ......... ......... ......... .......... Miami, Ftorida 
Shackera Shennique Scott .......................... Plantation, Ftorida Ciara B. Walton ........................ .. .. ............. Jacksonville, Florida 
Ginger Cosby Smith .......................... .. ........... Navarre, Ftorida Kingdon A. Wekenmann ...... .. .. .. .. .. .................. Jupiter, Florida 
Marisa C. Smith .................. .... .. .................. .. . Miramar, Florida Cassandra B. Williams .......... .. .. .. ... .. ....... St. Petersburg, Florida 
Sean A. Smith ........... .. ........................ Miami Gardens, Florida Randall Williams .................... ... .. .............. Jacksonville, Ftorida 
Guibert St. Fort .................. .. ...................... . Lauderhill, Florida Cheryl A. Worlow ...... .. ............ .. .. .. .. .......... Okeechobee, Florida 
Lufay Timmons Licen ............................ .. .... Lauderhill, Florida 
MASTER OF ACCOUNTING 
Tarek Aboudehen .................. .. .......................... Miami, Florida Kenneth Keyes .. ........ , ... . , ....... ............................. Davie, Florida 
Dana Violet Abraham ...... .. ............ .. ................ Sunrise, Ftorida Nelsia Ellen King ...... .. .. .. ........ .. ..... North Miami Beach, Florida 
Lawrence Aguero ................... ... ....... .......... ........ Miami, Florida Gregory V. Klebon ........ .. ...... .. .. ......................... Miami, Florida 
Amaury Alberto .......... .. .. .. .... .. ........................ Hialeah, Florida Paula Lorena Knez ................ .. ... .. ........ .. ............ Miami, Florida 
Ana J. Alonso .................. .. ........ .. .. .. .................. Coppell, Texas Adenike Abike Kolawole ...... .. .... .. ....... Miami Gardens, Florida 
David Ameir .................... .. .... .. .. .. ............ Palmetto Bay , Florida Jessa Lagon ...... ...................... ..... .............. ........ .. Miami, Florida 
Larissa Anderson ..................... .. .. ..... Royal Palm Beach, Ftorida Victoria Lake .................... ........... .. ..... . , .......... Miramar, Florida 
Chrisoula Marcella Bailey ........ .. ................. Lauderhill, Florida Luz Dary Laverde ........ .. ... .. .. .. .......................... .. Miami, Florida 
Julie V. Barrios .................................... .. ............. Miami, Florida Kyle L. Leverett ................ .. ................................ Miami, Florida 
Michael Omolayo Bayere .................. .. .... .. ...... Miramar, Ftorida Maurice Lugo ........ .. .................................. Cooper City, Ftorida 
Carlos Benitez ............... ..................... .... .... .. ...... Miami, Florida Haymanot Makonnen ...................... .. .......... . Tamarac, Florida 
Anthony Bertot .................. .. ............ .. .. .. ...... .. .. Oviedo, Florida Shannon Marie Mansfield ........... ............. . Jacksonville, Florida 
Ivette Brau ................. .. ........ ................... ............ Miami, Florida Rafael Marquez ................................................... Doral, Florida 
Pacita G. Broido .................. .. ...... .. ...................... Davie, Florida Stacey Marshall ........ .. .... .. .. .. ............ .. .......... Arlington, Florida 
Pamela E. Burke .......................... .. ..................... Venice , Florida Clair Martinsen ........ .. ...... ... ... .. ................. Lynbrook, New York 
Thomas Donald Burkett ............ .. ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Rusudan Metreveli ................................... Miami Beach, Ftorida 
Luis Cavero ........................... .. .. ... .................... Hialeah, Florida Branden M. Murray ...... .. .. .. ............ .. .... Colchester, Connecticut 
Tiara Rashida Cole ..................................... Bessemer, Alabama Mary Mychalczuk .... .. ...... .. .......................... Hollywood, Florida 
Marie A. Coombs ............ .. ........ .. ...................... Miami, Florida Mario Norori .... .. ..... ... ...... ............... ..... ............ Weston, Florida 
Jonathan Daniel .............. .. .. .. ........... Sunny Isles Beach, Florida Felix Antonio Ortiz .................. .. ....................... Miami, Florida 
Malissa L. Davis ...... .. ...... .... .. .......................... Miramar, Florida Nicola Shayne Pagsolingan ....................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Aragod Sudsanguan Dawkins ......................... Apopka, Florida Orette Orlando Palmer. ............ .. ...... Royal Palm Beach, Florida 
Dujon Javier De Suza ................... Basseterre, St. Kitts and Nevis Alex V. Pardo ................................................... Weston, Florida 
Suzette Demetrius ............... ............... .. .... ......... Sunrise, Florida Margarita J. Pastora .......................... .. .. .. ........... Miami, Florida 
Patrick Diaz ......................... ......... ..... ................. Miami, Florida Alvaro F. Patarroyo .. .. .......... .. .. .. .......... .. ........... Houston, Texas 
Michael David Felson ............ .. .... .. ...... .. ............. Davie, Florida Bhavinkumar K. Patel ........ .. ...... .. .... .. .. .. ........ Orlando, Florida 
Britney Lauren Ferguson .............. .. .. ............. Nassau, Bahamas Diana P. Pazmino ................................................ Davie, Florida 
Jose J. Fernandez .............................. .. .. .. .......... Hialeah, Florida Rachael Perez ....................................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Zoff O'niel Fabian Findlay .............. .. ................ . Miami, Florida Solangel De La Caridad Perez .............. ............. Miami, Florida 
Synthia Flores ........ .. .............. .. .. .. .............. . Cutler Bay, Ftorida Yesenia Perez ........... .............. ....... ....... ............... Miami, Florida 
Celsa Gambini ...................... .. .. .. ................. Plantation, Ftorida Niena Piedrahita-Pirri .......................... Boynton Beach, Florida 
Stephanie Garcia ................... ... .. .................. .. ... Miami, Florida Caroline Pinel .............. ......... ..... .... .. ...... ...... .. .... Miami, Florida 
Ana Karina Goilo .......... .. .................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Kevin Plass .. ............................. .. .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Jonathan Gomez .............................................. Hialeah, Florida Stephanie Price ................ .. .. .. ........... Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Os waldo A. Gonzalez ........ .. ....... .. .. ............ Tallahassee, Ftorida Roberto Quiroz ....................... .. .......................... Doral, Ftorida 
Maxine C. Gooden ........................ .. .... Pembroke Pines, Florida Zunay Rabelo ........... .. ... ... ........ .... .. ... ....... .... .... Hialeah, Florida 
David Stuart Greenblatt ...................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Taneisha S. Ralph ............................ .. ............. Orlando, Florida 
Kristen Elizabeth Guy .................................... Lakeland, Florida Gladys Ramirez ...... ........ .. ................. North Bethesda, Maryland 
Joel LLoyd Hugh Guyah ...................... .. .. .. ..... Miramar, Florida James Rejou is ...................... ...... .................... .. Miramar, Florida 
Lilian Catherine Guzman Letteen ...... .. ..... Homestead, Florida Michelle Diane Ribaudo ............ .. ........ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Daphne Diane Hanna ........ ........................... Nassau, Bahamas Heidi Rickman ............................................... Tamarac, Florida 
Thomas Herhusky .. .. .............. .. .. .. .......... Overland Park, Kansas Katherine Marie Rodriguez .............. .. .. .. .... ...... . Miami, Florida 
Jennifer M. Hernandez ........ .. ................... Cooper City, Florida Jessica Leigh Rossitto ................ .. ...... .. . Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Andre J. Hinson .................... .. .. .. .... .. .............. Orlando, Florida Lutero E. Ruiz .................... .. .. .. .................... Cutler Bay, Florida 
Gabriel Jay Ibars ... ...... ........... ..... ..... .... ..... .... ...... Miami, Florida Charley Sanchez ........................ .. .... .. .. .. .... .. ...... Miami, Florida 
Carlos Jimenez ................ .. ... .. ... .. ....................... Miami, Florida Bryan Saxe ......................... .. ... ....... .. ... .. ........... Weston, Florida 
Rashidah S. Jones ..................... .. ............. Coral Springs, Florida Amanda Frank Schubert ............................. Richmond, Virginia 
Rochelle Tranae Jones ......................... New Orleans, Louisiana Roberta Silva ........................................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Kalina Newton Karadavis ........ .. ........... Boynton Beach, Florida Michael Stock .............. .. ............ .. ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
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Nhi Ta ............... ...... ............ .. ..... .. ........... New Iberia, Louisiana Laura Torres ......................................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Jana Teich .................................................. Boca Raton, Florida Paola Diana Valera ................ ...... ...................... Miami , Florida 
Joshua Mammen Thomas ........................ Coral Springs, Florida Sara Velez ............................... .. .......................... Miami, Florida 
Lucson A. Thomas ............................... Raleigh, North Carolina Andrea E. Vizcaino ........................................ Aventura, Florida 
Essence C. Thompson .... .... .............. Lauderdale Lakes, Florida Paul Andrew Wackes ............................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Gabriele Tirabassi ...................................... Valencia, Venezuela Mingyu Wang .................................................. Qingdao, China 
Alexis Alana Tiwarie .............................. Georgetown, Guyana Charlene Wheeler .................... .. ....................... Ocala, Florida 
MASTER OF TAXATION 
Erdy Accius ........................................... Boynton Beach, Florida Ami Le ...................... ..... ......... .. .................... .... Houston, Texas 
Erick Alfonso Farinas ........................................ Miami, Florida Veronica LeaL .................................. Hallandale Beach, Florida 
Ruth Stella Arevalo ......... .. ................. .. ....... Hollywood, Florida Rubi Lerma ................... ......... ..................... San Antonio, Texas 
Alisha Avello ........................ ..... ........................ Miami, Florida Yana Liu ..................................... .................... Parkland, Florida 
Stephan Baker ............................... .. .......... Jacksonville, Florida Henrio Lucien .......................................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Patricia Ball. ................................... ........... Sterling, Connecticut Lakezia Char'Mee Lumpkin .......................... St. Johns, Florida 
Ryan Barney ............................................... Greenwood, Indiana Stephan Maclaurin ............................... Wilton Manors, Florida 
Gaston Belen ................................... Southwest Ranches, Florida Janiece Maldonado ........................................ Tamarac, Florida 
Orestes Bercande .......... .. ...................... ............. Miami, Florida Caridad Martinez ............................................... Miami, Florida 
Annette B. Calderin .......................................... Miami, Florida Oyeyemi Owolabi Obalaja ............................. Laurel, Maryland 
Alexandra Castano ....................... ..................... Miami, Florida Kerrian A. Osbourne ........................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Rushelle Dacres ............. .................................... Sunrise, Florida Marguency Raymond.Marius ..................... Melbourne, Florida 
Yolanda D'Amico .............................. Charlotte, North Carolina Hiram H. Rodriguez ......................... .................. Miami, Florida 
Jessica Diaz ....................................................... .. Miami, Florida Edwin Rodriguez Perez ............... ... ............. Arecibo, Puerto Rico 
Kareen L. Dilmohamed Tate ........ .. .................. Sunrise, Florida Fatima Maria Roig .... ............. ............................ Miami, Florida 
Michelle A. Falcon .................................. Coral Gables, Florida Chenel Simonville ...... .......... ......... .......... North Miami, Florida 
Dennis Fermaint ........................... .................... Sunrise, Florida Helen R. Solis ............ .. .................................. .... Miami, Florida 
Elizabeth Nicole Figueroa ........ ... ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida Xin Song ......................... .................................... Davie, Florida 
Justin French .. .. ..................................... Wilton Manors, Florida Leticia Suarez ......... ............................................ Miami, Florida 
Nevil Gandhi ............................... ................. Riverview, Florida Joseph Szyller ............ .. ................... North Miami Beach, Florida 
Daymi Gordillo ................................................ Hialeah, Florida Felix Tamargo ....................... ............... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Karl David Grimm ....................................... Plantation, Florida Andre Taylor ............................................ Hamilton, New Jersey 
Lynnda B. Guillen ........ ....................... Miami Gardens, Florida Nicole M. Thelwell .............................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Cheryle Higgins .......................... ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida Omar Alberto Valenzuela .............................. .... Miami, Florida 
Hafiz Zahir Kanji ...................................... Windermere, Florida Mary Mercedes Vasquez .......................... North Miami, Florida 
Jordan Kirschner. ..................................... Coral Springs, Florida Brandon Joseph Wagner .................... West Palm Beach, Florida 
MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Melba L. Alejandro ......................................... Miramar, Florida David Diaz .................................... .............. San Antonio, Texas 
Jonathan Fernando Angulo ........................ Plantation, Florida Marissa Billie Doctrove ............... ................ Hollywood, Florida 
Nestor J. Arizabaleta ............... ........................ Orlando, Florida Chiara Espinal ......................................... Coral Gables, Florida 
Delmer V. Arteaga ............................................. Miami, Florida Laritza Fornet ............................................... Plantation, Florida 
Mercedes Bernal Vela ............ ......................... Atlanta, Georgia Omar Andre Franco .............. .............. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Max E. Bornstein ............................................. Weston, Florida Kimberly Anne French ............................. Cooper City, Florida 
Marquex Levi Boynton .......................... .... .... Bowie, Maryland Judith Gachelin .............................. ....... ............ Miami, Florida 
Natacha Lemos Campello ................................... Ceara, Brazil Carlos Andres Galvan Vergara ......................... Miami, Florida 
Melina Maria Carfi Alonso ....... Valencia, Carabobo, Venezuela Veronika Germanavichyute .......... .. .... ........ Plantation, Florida 
Tiffany Lee Carrocce ......................................... Canfield, Ohio Isak Sebastian Ghodoussi ............................ Stockholm, Sweden 
Kelly A. Catano .............. ..................... Pompano Beach, Florida Pierre Paul Girault ............................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Ayah Chamseddin ......... ..... .. ......................... Carrollton, Texas Sonya Gopalani ................................................. Miami, Florida 
David S. Cogan ........................................ Coral Springs, Florida Myriam Sylvie Hilaire ...................... ........... Wellington, Florida 
Michael Copland Rosenqvist ...... .. ........... ....... Weston, Florida Denise Isaac .................... ...... .... ... ... ............. ... Miramar, Florida 
Andres S. D'Arbelles ......................................... Miami, Florida Natalia A. Jaimes ............................................... Miami, Florida 
Jose Eduardo Delgado Almandoz ............... Lecheria, Venezuela Hans Fredrik Jonviken ....................................... Miami, Florida 
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Olena Kay ........... .. ........ .......... ..... ................ Hollywood, Florida 
Duc Minh Le ........................................ Can Tho City, Vietnam 
Freslaine N. Saint Louis .......... .. ............ .. Delray Beach, Florida 
Amy R. Salamone ............................................. Sunrise, Florida 
Hui-Tzu Liu ................................................. Boca Raton, Florida 
Andrea Del Rocio Lopez Alvarez .............. Guayaquil, Ecuador 
Whitney Danila Fernandes ManueL ............. Luanda, Angola 
Ninnette Sanchez .......... .. .. .... ........ .............. .... Weston, Florida 
Elsa Araujo Santos ........................................... Luanda, Angola 
Karim Sayah .................................... .. .. .. .......... . Rabat, Morocco 
Yanakanika Kaluka Fernandes Manuel .......... Luanda, Angola Gail Elizabeth Seraneau ..................................... Davie, Florida 
Umberto Mascagni ............................................. Bologna, Italy Alphonse Sherkness ....................... .. ....... Coral Springs, Florida 
Natoia McGarrelL .................................. North Miami, Florida Annabelle S. Sikorski. ............................ .... .... Orlando, Florida 
Holly McKee ......................................... Wilton Manors, Florida Mengee Francia Sirleaf.. ................... Royal Palm Beach, Florida 
Liria S. Mcmillan ........ .. .............................. Fort Pierce, Florida Ophelia Stephens ........................................... Miramar, Florida 
Wesley Mira ........................................ Franklin, North Carolina Travia O.R. Stewart.. ....................... Woluwe St. Pierre, Belgium 
Luis Manuel Montes de Oca Franco ... Carora, Lara, Venezuela Daniela Oliveira Tadokoro ................................ Boynton Beach 
Chanel Nicole Myers ................................... Lauderhill, Florida Gabriella Tembras ........................... ................... Miami, Florida 
Masud Parvez ................................ ............... Plantation, Florida Jamilah Thomas ............................................... Weston, Florida 
Maria Cristina Piedra .......... ................ .................... Lima, Peru Christoph Trieb ........................ ......... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Alejandra Pineda ............................................. Weston, Florida Paola Elizabeth Valencia ...................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Andres Duque Ramirez .... ........ .......... .... ..... Hollywood, Florida Ana Maria Valenzuela .............. .... .... .. ..... Coral Gables, Florida 
Angelica Maria Ramirez .......... San Diego, Carabobo, Venezuela Ngoc Anh Thi Vo II ........................................... Hue, Vietnam 
Vikash Haresh Ramnani ................... London, United Kingdom Lingye Wang ................................................. Shengzhou, China 
Diana Angelica Rentas .................................. Aventura, Florida Robert Whiting .......................................... ....... Miami, Florida 
Mauricio Reyes ...................................... Boynton Beach, Florida Andrea L. M. Wilson .......... .. ........... St. Catherine, Jamaica, WI 
Lillia L. Richardson ................................ ........ Miramar, Florida Youbran Rafael Zebib ...................................... Weston, Florida 
Daniel Enrique Rosa Barrera ....................... Hollywood, Florida 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Renauda Ables ..................................... Deerfield Beach, Florida Michael Azarigian ......................... ..... Farmington, Connecticut 
Jamilla Abughali ....................................... Palm Springs, Florida Sonia A. Azuaje Perez ................................ Caracas, Venezuela 
Adriana Acosta ......... ........... ................... Miami Shores, Florida Triliya Baboolal ......................... .................. Plantation, Florida 
Melissa Acosta .................... .. ....... .. ................... Pooler, Georgia Nelson E. Baez .................. .................................. Doral, Florida 
Priscilla Marie Acosta ....................................... Miami, Florida Patrick Baptiste, Jr. ............................................. Davie, Florida 
Abike Faoziath Audrey Adebo .................... Lauderhill, Florida Marcus Barber .... .. .... .. ..... .. ... .. ...................... Jonesboro, Georgia 
Olutokumbo Adebusuyi ....................... Fort Lauderdale , Florida Alexandra Barboza ..................................... Gainesville, Florida 
Shawn A. Aguilar .................. .. .. .. .................... Weston, Florida Joslyn L. Barroso ............ ..... ................ West Melbourne, Florida 
Mariya Ahmed ..................................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Lana Crystal Barry ........ ............................. Warwick, Bermuda 
Jose Luis Alarcon, Sr . .................................... Bogota, Colombia Michael H. Bartlett ....... ...................................... Davie, Florida 
Tiffani Faith Alexander ................ .. .......... Brooklyn, New York Mohammed Saad Battoyor .................. Dammam, Saudi Arabia 
Usama Ahmed Alkharboush ...... ............. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia Natania Tamika Baxter ................................... Weston, Florida 
Sandra Alonso ......................................... .......... Miami, Florida Pamela A. Beckford ............... ........................... Sunrise, Florida 
Leana Christina Alu ........... .. ............. ..... .. ....... Weston, Florida Sean Been ......... ... ............. .. ... .... ..... ..... ........ .. . Miramar, Florida 
Elena Alvarado ................................................... Doral, Florida Joseph Behar ........................ .. ... ......................... Miami, Florida 
Francisco Jose Amado ....................... West Palm Beach, Florida Mary Katherine Beirne ...................... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Leanna Amarsingh ............ .......................... Hollywood, Florida Logan BelL .... .. ... .................... .. ........... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Mari\'ic Amene ............................................ Plant City, Florida Jose Manuel Beltran ...................................... Tamarac, Florida 
Semyon Aminov ............................... Hallandale Beach, Florida Rosana C. Beltres ......... .. .................................. Sunrise, Florida 
Jorge R. Andrade ............................................ Miramar, Florida Ruben A. Benavides ............... .... ............. Delray Beach, Florida 
Meggie Patricia Andramunio .................... Boca Raton, Florida Licett Noemi Benitez ........................................ . Miami, Florida 
Lynnette Antia .. .. ..................... ......................... Miami, Florida Cynthia Berroa ...................... ..... ............ ........... Miami, Florida 
Kerry-Ann Aponte .................................. McDonough, Georgia Leon Lance Bigsby ........... .. .. .. .. ....................... Miramar, Florida 
Sylvia Appolon .......................................... Boca Raton, Florida Kerry-Anne J. Billings ......................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Ashley Nissette Aranda ....... .. ........ ...... ......... Kenner, Louisiana Deepannita Biswas ............... .. ................... Khulna, Bangladesh 
Rafael Arango ................................................. Orlando, Florida Andrea L. Blair ..................... .. .. ......................... Jupiter, Florida 
Nelson G. Arcacha .............. ... .................. ......... Miami, Florida Eric Blanton ................................. ....... ....... Celebration, Florida 
Giancarlo Arroyo Jaime ...... ........... ........... Boca Raton, Florida Britanie N. Block ................................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Christophe Arteaga ................................. Miami Beach, Florida Jonathan Keith Boerker. .......................... Pinellas Park, Florida 
Neil E. Ashton ll ................. .. ....... Palm Beach Gardens, Florida Isabel Cristina Bolivar ......................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Gidette Augustin ......................................... Lauderhill, Florida Jonathan A. Bonilla ........ .. ....... .. ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Gina Lola Avellan .......... .. .. ............................ .... Doral, Florida Dorian Botero .................. .. ............................ Tamarac, Florida 
Maria Eugenia Ayala ......... .. .... .. .............. Coral Springs, Florida Vanessa Estefania Bozzo Marante ............... Hollywood, Florida 
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Jeniffer Breton ...................................... ............ Apopka, Florida Mia Noel d'Adesky ............................................. Miami, Florida 
Gabriel Jose Brito ................................... Miami Springs, Florida Shanti Daniels ................................................ Orlando, Florida 
Mary Elizabeth Brown ....... .. .............................. Miami, Florida Pandora M. Darville ...................................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Bernadette Jean Bruce ...................... Sunny Isles Beach, Florida Jennifer Cassia Dasilva ........................ Waterbury, Connecticut 
Carla T. Burke .............................................. Hollywood, Florida Maria Cristina Davalos .......... .... ...................... Quito, Ecuador 
La-T asha Samantha Burnside .... .................... Nassau, Bahamas Neela Devi Davidson ........................ .. ..... Coral Springs, Florida 
Cheniqua Tranesia Burr ................................. Brandon, Florida Donna Marie Davis ........... .. .... ...... ............ Jacksonville, Florida 
Melone M. Burrell ........................ ................. Nassau, Bahamas Jesse A. Davis ............................................... Saginaw, Michigan 
Fermin Daniel Cabal ........................ ........ ......... Miami, Florida Lisa M. Davis .......................... ................. Coral Springs, Florida 
Yberka 1. Cabrera ................................................ Davie, Florida Diana Carolina De Castro ................................. Miami, Florida 
Greshon L. Cadet .............. .. ........................ Plantation, Florida Jonathan Israel De Leon .................. .... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Ralph E. Cadet ................................................... Abilene, Texas Danielle M. DeBarros .................. .. ...... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Tancredi Calabrese ............................ Uniontown, Pennsylvania Mariele Del Villar .................. .. ... .. ....... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Richard Kim Callander ..................................... Miami, Florida Priscilla Delgado ........................................ ........ Miami, Florida 
Michelle Caloca ............................. ..... ............... Miami, Florida Joseph A. Delillo ........................ .. ... .. ........... Plantation, Florida 
Jessica Nicole Camilo .............................. ... Covington, Georgia Patricia Demeterova ................................... Zarnovica, Slovakia 
Gina Maria CampbelL ............. George Town, Cayman Islands Dhaval Desai.. .................................... .. ............. Tampa, Florida 
Oral Lloyd Campbell ...................................... Margate, Florida Wrenettia K. Devoe ............. .. .................... Jacksonville, Florida 
Laura Virginia Candurin Rojas ........ Sunny Isles Beach, Florida Eleonor C. Devot ................. .. ........ North Miami Beach, Florida 
Jessica Nicole Canino ..................................... Miramar, Florida Daisy Diaz ............................................ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Silvana Carpio ............................................... Tamarac, Florida Pierre J. DiazGranados ............................. Miami Beach, Florida 
Anais Cecilia Carrasco Facenda ............... Valencia, Venezuela Rebeca Amada Diep Henriquez ..................... ... Miami, Florida 
Crystal William Carter ........................... Oakland Park, Florida Johnetta Nicole Dillard .................................. Orlando, Florida 
Frank Nicholas Casale ......... .. ...................... Hollywood, Florida Michele E. Dirocco .................... .. .............. Cape Coral, Florida 
David Castillo ................................ .. ... .............. Oviedo, Florida Regina D. Dishman .................................... Cordova, Tennessee 
Veronica Chacon Marrero .......................... Caracas, Venezuela Christian Tsafack Djiofack ............................. Miramar, Florida 
Michelle Ann Chambers ......... ....... ........ Oakland Park, Florida Gloria Docilait.. ........................ .. ......... Deerfield Beach, Florida 
Jacqueline M. Charette ...... ..... ............. . Coconut Creek, Florida David Peter Dojcsak .... ........ .. ............... Winter Garden, Florida 
Philomene Jean Charles .............................. Lauderhill, Florida Isabela Dominici ..................................... St. Augustine, Florida 
Sergio Rene Chavarria .... ... ..................... North Miami, Florida Jenny Mirioll Dorval.. ....................................... Sunrise, Florida 
Chun-Jui Chen ....................................... Taichung City, Taiwan Mackenwo Dorval ........... ............. .................. . Miramar, Florida 
Jeannette M. Cheney ................................... Wellington, Florida Robert S. Driscoll ........................................ Hollywood, Florida 
Cindy Cheung ............ ................................. Greenacres, Florida Jamie Driskell .................................................... Tampa, Florida 
Quan Chhieng ........ .. ........................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Jason Eric Duarte .................... ...... ....... .. ...... Plantation, Florida 
Paige Chin .................. .. ....................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Maria Carolina Duarte .. ....... ............ ............... Weston, Florida 
Betty Joy China ........................ .. ........................ Davie, Florida Whitney Dubuisson ........................................... Gotha, Florida 
Megan Cecilia Chong ............... .... ... .................. Miami, Florida Nathaniel Gregory Dutt ................................. Orlando, Florida 
Christina N. Chubb ............................................ Davie, Florida Fady Ebaid ............................................. Boynton Beach, Florida 
Jacob Michael Ciccarello ................. Altamonte Springs, Florida Caroline Echeverri ...................................... ..... Weston, Florida 
Salvatore Ciraco IV .......................................... Sunrise, Florida Diane L. Edwards ........ .. ....................... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Yannique Corinne Clare ........ .. ...................... Miramar, Florida Daria Egorova ................ ................ Obninsk, Russian Federation 
Michael Clark II ................ ..... .. ......... ..... ........ Orlando, Florida Kyle J. Esdaille ................. ...... ...................... Cutler Bay, Florida 
Brian E.N. Clarke ........................................... Orlando, Florida Bryan M. Esper .................................................. Miami, Florida 
Juna Cledor ....................................... North Lauderdale, Florida Kelly Paulina Espinosa .. ..... .............................. Weston, Florida 
Jacob Matthew Cohen ...................... Toronto, Ontario, Canada Harold Rene Espinoza Quintero ........... San Antonio, Venezuela 
Oren Cohen ...................................... Hallandale Beach, Florida Florence Marie Etienne ............................. Cape Coral, Florida 
Amy H. Collotta .. ... ..................... ....... New Port Richey, Florida Mureille Etienne ............................................. Margate, Florida 
Stephanie A. Colwell .................................. Longwood, Florida Elena M. Fabra Estefan .......... .. .......................... Miami, Florida 
Corie V. Comer. ............................. .. ............... Orlando, Florida Alana J. Faintuch ................................. Highland Beach, Florida 
Deborah L. Comm .................... .. ............. Jensen Beach, Florida David William Fallon ........ .. ...... .. ............ Delray Beach, Florida 
Scott Edward Cooper ............... .. ..................... Weston, Florida Nicolas Falquez .................................................. Miami, Florida 
Shane Robinson Coore ...................................... Davie, Florida Julie Farese .................. .. ....................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Eduardo Copin ... .. .... .. ................. .... ........ ....... ... . Miami, Florida Nicole Fayaz ........................................................ Davie, Florida 
Danilo J. Corrales ................ ...... .. .. .............. .. ... Tampa, Florida Debbie A. Fearon ...................... .. ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Jeffrey Beck Coyne ............. .. ....... .. ........... Cooper City, Florida Michelle R. Felson .............. .. ... .... ................ Plantation, Florida 
Lavern C. Cozier ................. .. ....................... Lauderhill, Florida Deborah Fernandez .................................. Miami Lakes, Florida 
Laura Craig ........................................ Cedar Knolls, New Jersey Katherine E. Fernandez ........................ Coconut Creek, Florida 
Joannie Crepault-Berthiaume .............. Pompano Beach, Florida Carlos A. Flores .......................... .................... Miramar, Florida 
Rachel Lea Croft .................................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Fernando Jose Fondeyila ................................ Miramar, Florida 
Erin R. Cunningham ......................... West Palm Beach, Florida Christian Font ........................ .. .... ..................... Miami, Florida 
Laticia T. Cunningham .... ....... ......................... Sunrise, Florida Sean Fontana ........................................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Patrice Janene Cunningham .. Washington, District of Columbia Frederick G. Ford ......................................... Hollywood, Florida 
Rose N. Curiel ..................................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Christian Forsyth ..... ......... ................................. Miami, Florida 
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Morgan Forsythe ................ ................ West Palm Beach, Florida Lisa Nicole Heintz ........ .. ........ .. .............. Port St. Lucie, Florida 
Michael Fragano .......... .. ............ .. ...................... Miami, Florida Shyanne Helms .............. .. ....................... Port St. Lucie, Florida 
Fernando Frances .......... ................... .................. Miami, Florida Ervin F. Hernandez ............................................. Davie, Florida 
Maria Franco .......................... .. .. .. .............. Boca Raton, Florida Jorge Elio Hernandez ........ .. ... .. ........ .. ................ Miami, Florida 
Daphkare E. Francois ............ .. .................. Lake Worth, Florida Lazaro J. Hernandez .................... .. ............. Belle Glade, Florida 
Andrea Frankson ............................................ Orlando, Florida Sandra Hernandez ............ .. ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Anissa R. Fulchan .................... .. ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida Vicbel Herrera ........................................... ......... Miami, Florida 
Jenny Laure Gachelin ..................................... Miramar, Florida Byron Higueros ..................................... Colts Neck, New Jersey 
Asia O'Kezie Gailiard ......................................... Davie, Florida Deandra La·Shawn Hilaire ...................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Augusto Gallardo .................... .. .... .. .................. Miami, Florida Arland Hilo ................................................. Palm Coast, Florida 
Clarissa Mae Gallardo ............. .. ........................ Miami, Florida Gabrielle E. Hogan ........................ North Miami Beach, Florida 
Vanessa Gallon Cruz .......................................... Davie, Florida Janeille Simone Hogarth ...... .. ........................ Miramar, Florida 
Sara Ashley Gama .................. ............. Pembroke Pines, Florida Chris Howard ........................ ......... .................. Hialeah, Florida 
Ana Maria Garcia .......... .. .... .. ............... Coconut Creek, Florida Yacenda K. Hudson .......... .. .. .. ......................... Miramar, Florida 
Antonio Garcia ............................................. .... Sunrise, Florida Juraj Husar .................................................. Bratislava, Slovakia 
Emilio Clemente Garcia .............. .. .................... Miami, Florida Evan James Huyette.Arrizza .............. West Palm Beach, Florida 
Ricardo A. Garcia .................... .. .. .. .................... Miami, Florida Gina Huynh .......................................... Belle Chasse , Louisiana 
Victoria Garcia ................................................. Sunrise, Florida Connie C. Inman ............................................. Pearland, Texas 
Sheena Danielle Garel·Richards ...... North Lauderdale, Florida Byron Christopher Jackson ................................ Davie, Florida 
Mark E. Gaviria ............................................... Weston, Florida Erica N. Jackson ................................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Anne Marie E. Gayle ......................................... Miami, Florida Bruce Jaffe ................ .. ................................ Boca Raton, Florida 
Kira L. Gayle ..................................... North Lauderdale, Florida Yvonne Nkechinyere Jesus ............................. Margate, Florida 
Chadwick A. George, Sr ...................... Miami Gardens, Florida Xiaoyan Jiang .............................. .. ...................... Wuhai, China 
Jhenielle Alecia Gibbs .................. .. ........... Brooklyn, New York Jose C. Jiron ....................................................... Miami, Florida 
Maria Jennifer Gil Rodriguez .......................... Almoradi, Spain Andrew Anthony Johnson .......................... Plantation, Florida 
Raushanah Glinton ............................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Jabbar Johnson ........................... .. ................... Miramar, Florida 
Elizabeth Marie Godinez ................................... Miami, Florida Robert Chad Johnson ................ .. .............. Jaci<sonville, Florida 
Lawrence Eugene Goehrig, Jr. ....................... Tamarac, Florida Elizabeth Ann Johnston ............................ Jacksonville, Florida 
Craig M. Goldslager. .................................. Boca Raton, Florida Samuel Joseph ....................... .. ............. Pompano Beach, Florida 
Garrick Gomez ................... .. ............... Pembroke Pines, Florida Suzelande Joseph ................. .. .................... Belle Glade, Florida 
Cherisse Gonzales ........................................... Orlando, Florida Jeffrey G. Jurkas .................................... Wilton Manors, Florida 
Carlos Jaime Gonzalez ........ .. ..................... Jacksonville, Florida Chris John Kastl .............. .. ...... .. ................. Lake Mary, Florida 
Daniel Gonzalez .. ............................................... Miami, Florida Leon Keeling, Jr . ...................... .. ................ Port Orange, Florida 
Ely Gonzalez ................... ................... ..... ......... Orlando, Florida Rebecca Kelly ............................................. Winter Park, Florida 
Hilda Y. Gonzalez .............. .. ........ .. ................. Naranja, Florida Wilhel Dorothene Kelly.Hoilett .. ......... : ...... Plantation, Florida 
Marcelo Gonzalez ................................ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Ghania Khalil.. ........................................ Coral Springs, Florida 
Osmyn Gonzalez ..................................... Miami Shores, Florida Asim Khan ................................... ....................... Davie, Florida 
Aurora Gonzalez·Bautista ........................... Homestead, Florida Mohamed Nazir Khan ...... .. ............ .. ....... Coral Springs, Florida 
Aditi Goswami ........ ................... ..... ............. Bradenton, Florida Thomas Joseph Kinzer. .......... .. ........................... Davie, Florida 
Vanessa K. Gracia ........................................... Miramar, Florida Adam Kirschner ...................................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Danielle Nichole Grant ....................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Magdalena Kita ............ ....................................... Davie, Florida 
Melissa J. Graves ........ .. ................ .. ............ Boca Raton, Florida Jasmine Kloub .......................................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Lauren Graziano ............ .. .... .. ...................... Hollywood, Florida Dillon Fitzerl Knowles .......... .. ...... .. ............. Freeport, Bahamas 
Jamie S. Green .................... .. ............... New Rochelle, New York Jared Holmes Knowles ................... .. ................. Sunrise, Florida 
William Henry Green .................................... Atoka, Tennessee Jon Kramek ......................... .. ... .. ....... .. ........ Vero Beach, Florida 
Suzanne Sheree Grey·Harrison ........ .. .. .. ............ Doral, Florida Donald C. Kratzenberg ............ .. ................. Greenacres, Florida 
Alfonso Guerreto ......................................... .. .... Miami, Florida Tami G. Kruger .................. .. ... .. ....... .. ......... Palm Coast, Florida 
Cristina Maria Guerrero ........ .. ....... .. ................. Miami, Florida Gisela Kruss ........................ .............................. Sunrise, Florida 
Taylor Derek Guice .......................... .. ...... Coral Springs, Florida Vijay Kumar Kundnani.. ........................... Hyderabad, Pakistan 
Andrea Paola Gutierrez .................................. ... Miami, Florida Chad Kwon ................................ .. .................... Edinburg, Texas 
Mona Fredrika Hakansson ... Hilton Head Island, South Carolina Nadine Lalanne ................................... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Marialejandra Estefania Halabi Salgado .... Miami Beach, Florida Pia Antoinette Larman ........ .. ................. Coral Springs, Florida 
Zakiya Hardemon ......................................... West Park, Florida Kyle A. Latham ........................................... Howell, New Jersey 
Vanessa Lynn Hardison ............................... Hollywood, Florida Vita Teresa Lauberte ............................ Deerfield Beach, Florida 
Howard Charles Hargate III .............................. Canfield, Ohio Jessica Lawman .................................. ............ Acworth, Georgia 
Christopher Preston Hargiss ....................... Bradenton, Florida Kristine Marie Leal. ............. .. ............... ............. Miami, Florida 
Nicholas B. Harrell ...... .. ....................... Daytona Beach, Florida Llanissa Lee .......................................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Keely Marie Harris ...................................... Lake Mary, Florida Priscilla Lee .. ...................... .. ........................... Miramar, Florida 
Patrick Martin Harte ......... ...... .. .................... Tamarac, Florida Terrance S. Lee .............................................. Lakeland, Florida 
Kimberley J. Haugh .................. .. .... Greensboro, North Carolina Manuel Fernando Lemus, Sr .......... .. .................. Miami, Florida 
Sharee C. Haynes·Dyer ...... .. ....................... Lauderhill, Florida Paul Richard LePage II .................................... Augusta, Maine 
Lucia Hegel .................... ............................ Palm Beach Gardens Danielle Lepore .................................................. Davie, Florida 
Christina Louise Heintz ................................. Lantana, Florida Nicole S. LeSage .................. .. .............. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
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Esther Levy Roffe ............................ .. .......... Caracas, Venezuela Miguel Morales .......................................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Jardine John Lewis .......................................... Miramar, Florida Richard Morisset ................................... Coconut Creek, Florida 
Kelvin O. Lewis ............. ..... ......... ..... ............... Miramar, Florida Kaitlyn Elizabeth Morris-Sturgis ......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Jose Elias Libos ........................... .. .................... Weston, Florida Liliana Mosquera .............................................. Cali, Colombia 
Brigitte Linares Bolanos ................................. Miramar, Florida Evgeny Munkov ....................... Chelyabinsk, Russian Federation 
Marcus Henrik Lonnberg ..... .. ........ .. ... .. .............. Esbo, Finland Christopher Munoz ....................................... Princeton, Florida 
Byron A. Lopez ......................... .. ................. Hollywood, Florida Christopher Jason Murphy .......................... Davenport, Florida 
Gladys L. Lopez .................................................. Miami, Florida Vasiva Muso ........................................................ Largo, Florida 
Roberto Carlos Lopez Lopez ........... .. ....... Managua, Nicaragua Maria Teresa Nadalin ....................................... Sunrise, Florida 
Yolibeth Lopez ................................ .. ........... Kissimmee, Florida Dafne Mercedes Naranjo .......................... Cooper City, Florida 
Bernardo Lopez Ortega ............................. Mexico City, Mexico Liya Nazmutdinova ..................... .. ............... Longwood, Florida 
Griselda Elisa Lopez Volcanes .................... Caracas, Venezuela Cody W. Nelson .................... .. .... .. .. .. ....... San Diego, California 
Andy Cuhs Louis ...................... ......................... Miami, Florida Lisa Michelle Nicholson ....... .. .................. Orange Park, Florida 
Terrell L. Lucas, Sr ....... .. ................................. Miramar, Florida Shauna M. Norton ..................................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Juan Pablo Luna ................... .. ........... North Bay Village , Florida Gissela Elizabeth Novoa ............................. Cutler Bay, Florida 
Tristan John Lyne .............................................. Jupiter, Florida Obaku T. Nyomah ..................................... Jacksonville, Florida 
Andrea Marie Macatangay ............................ Parkland, Florida Alexis Eduardo Ohep Alvarado ........ .. ....... Caracas, Venezuela 
Jennifer Ashley MacDonald ........................ Plantation, Florida Wally Olawale Oladunni .................. .. ......... Plantation, Florida 
Jorge A. Machare ........................................... Aventura, Florida Pablo Andres Olarte ...................................... Aventura, Florida 
Amit Kumar Mahbubani ................. Montego Bay, Jamaica, WI Sabrina Olivares ...................................... Miami Beach, Florida 
Alexander A. Maldonado .................................. Miami, Florida Edward Louis Oliver ................................... Hephzibah, Georgia 
Nicole Mallory ................................................. Albany, Georgia Paola O'Neill... ............................................. Plantation, Florida 
Tommy Mama .............. .................. ..... ........... . Miramar, Florida William Orta .......... .. ... .. .. .. ... .. ............. .. .......... Hialeah, Florida 
Lauren Mandel ............................................. Hollywood, Florida Victor R. Ortiz ..................................... .. ............ Miami, Florida 
Allison Enrica Mandal-Belleh .......................... Sunrise, Florida Franki Ravinia Osborne ...... .. .................... Winter Park, Florida 
Artavia Nadine Mann ................................. Plantation, Florida Johanna Ospina ................................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Evana Maraj ....................... ...................... Coral Springs, Florida Antonio J. Oviedo .............. .. ........ .. ...... Coconut Creek, Florida 
Derek Michael Marcusky ............. .. ...... Pembroke Pines, Florida Marcos A. Oyola ...................................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Pablo A. Martinez ........................................... Miramar, Florida Rodnia Pacheco ........ ......................................... Miami, Florida 
Roberto Alexander Martinez .......... .. .. .. ............ Miami, Florida Joan M. Paciulli.. .............................................. Weston, Florida 
Claudia Martins ........................................ .. ....... Miami, Florida Vanessa Isabel Padilla ............. .. .. .. ................ ..... Miami, Florida 
Nicole Martucci ................ ................... .............. Miami, Florida Mario Eduardo Padrino ......... .. .. .. ... .. .... .. ..... Plantation, Florida 
Candis Massey ................................................ Orlando, Florida Maria Palacios ............................ .. ... .. .................. Doral, Florida 
Nicole Maria Mateus ........ .. ...... .. ....................... Miami, Florida Joseph Palomino ............... .. ..................... Coral Gables, Florida 
Maria D. Mauriz .................................. .. ......... El Portal, Florida Miguel A. Panameno .......................................... Davie, Florida 
Franz Mayer. .............................. ......................... Miami, Florida Marina Rae Pappas ...................................... Richmond, Virginia 
Laura Maynard ........................................ St. Petersburg, Florida Carlos J. Parada Cardenas ................................. Aldie, Virginia 
Carol A. McCook Dixon ................................ Miramar, Florida John Arthur Parafinczuk ......................... North Miami, Florida 
Storm S. McCullough .............. .. .................... Tamarac, Florida Georgina M. Pardo Arbelaez ... .......................... Miami, Florida 
Jennifer Leigh McGlamry .......................... Jacksonville, Florida Andreina Paris ................................... ................. Doral, Florida 
Paul G. McGuirk ........................................... Easton, Maryland Danae G. Parke ................... .. ............. .. ........ Plantation, Florida 
Calvin J. McKnight, Jr. ................................... Orlando, Florida Zendarette Parker ................... .. .... .. .................. Tampa, Florida 
Indiya Devina Meadows ........ .. ....................... Miramar, Florida Sean Omara Parkinson ........... .. ........................ Sunrise, Florida 
James E. Mealing .................... .. ....... .. ........... Clermont, Florida Stephanie C. Parra ............ .. .. .. ......... North Bay Village, Florida 
Rachid E. Mehdaova .......... .. ............................. Tampa, Florida Nirav Patel .................... .. ............................... Calhoun, Georgia 
Justin David Mellinger. ............................. Cooper City, Florida Preyash M. Patel ..................... .. ...................... Orlando, Florida 
Jorge A. Mengotti ................................ Pembroke Pines, Florida Sarika PateL ........................................ . Boynton Beach, Florida 
Timothy Merriman, Jr. ................................ Hollywood, Florida Jose Antonio Patino ......... .. ....... .. ...................... Miami, Florida 
Marie-Grace Mandela Michel ................... ......... Davie, Florida Tawana R. Patton .......................................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Dana Miller.. .................................. .. .......... Boca Raton, Florida Jeremy Pawlak ........... .. ................... .. ................ Chicago, Illinois 
Beverley Miller-Wishart.. ......... .. .................. Lauderhill, Florida Jasmin A. Peart ................ .. ... .. ... .. .................... Weston, Florida 
Victoria A. Milton ............... .. .............. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Eudoxie Peckham .................... .. .............. Miami Beach, Florida 
Romayne R. A. Minro ............... ....................... Sunrise, Florida Alex Peirce ................................................... Plantation , Florida 
Ingrid Miranda ........................ ....... .. ................... Doral, Florida Rhaymalu Pena Llanes .................................... Hialeah, Florida 
Mike D. Mirto III .................... .. ................... Plantation, Florida Jose Pereira Benza ...................................... Asuncion, Paraguay 
Melissa Mitchell. ..................... ..... ...................... Miami, Florida Katherine Rose Perez .... .. ........ .. .... .. .... ......... Lauderhill, Florida 
Adriana A. Mize .............................................. Weston, Florida Michelle Perez ..................... ..... ... .. ..... ................ Miami, Florida 
Robert Francois Moise ............ .. ....... .. .......... Plantation, Florida Oscar A. Perez .. ................................ Altamonte Springs, Florida 
Rachel Minerva Mojica .................................. Miramar, Florida Vanessa K. Perigord ........................... ............ Nassau, Bahamas 
Juan S. Monsalve ............................................ Miramar, Florida Tawon Permkwamjaroen ........ .. .. .. ... .... .............. Miami, Florida 
Fernando C. Montini ....................................... Tampa, Florida Emily Pernas ...................................................... Miami, Florida 
Jacqueline Ann Moore ........ .. ............... Boynton Beach, Florida Jonathan Andrew Perrillo .............. .. ....... Coral Springs, Florida 
Cynthia M. Morales ...................... .. .................. Sunrise, Florida Delia F. Persad ............................ .. .. .. .................. Miami, Florida 
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Don K. Pham .................... .... .... .......... ................ Davie, Florida 
Kathleen Pierre ............ .. ...... .. ....................... Etmont, New York 
Luther Pierre ............................. ...................... Miramar, Florida 
Shari D. Pierre ..................................................... Dallas, Texas 
Cecilia Victoria Pietri Chiossone ...................... Miami, Florida 
M. Lorena Pincay .. .. .......................................... Sunrise, Florida 
Leopoldo Victor Pinto ................. .. ...... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Annessa Pogson ................................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Erik Steven Rozynes ................................ .. ......... Davie, Florida 
Luis E. Ruiz ................................................ ....... Sunrise, Florida 
Tara Joi Rumph .......... .. .... .. .......................... .. . Miramar, Florida 
Callan Killeen Russ ................. .. .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Hubert L. Russell ............ .. .......................... . Freeport, Bahamas 
Marisol C. Saavedra .......................................... Miami, Florida 
Harrison I. Sachs .............................. Hallandale Beach, Florida 
Mohammed S. Sadeek ....................................... Miami, Florida 
Wicus Potgieter .................................. West Palm Beach, Florida 
Nesha Zarita Powell Allen ................... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Bedel H. Saintange ............ .. ..................... Huntsville, Alabama 
Guerol Paul Saintilma ............. .. .... .. .............. Tamarac, Florida 
Stefano Roy Pral .......................... .. ................ Nassau, Bahamas Daphnee A. Sainvil.. .......... .. .... .. ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Lewisa Marcia Pratt ................. ... .. ...... .. George Town, Bahamas Hedieh Samsam .............. .. ................ Hallandale Beach , Florida 
Juan L. Proano .................... .. .............. .. .............. Davie , Florida John Sanchez ............................ .. ....................... Miami, Florida 
Robert Joseph Proto, Jr. .................... .. East Haven, Connecticut Paola Sanchez ........ .. ... ........ .. ........ .. ......... Delray Beach, Florida 
Jermaine Provost.. ..................................... .. ....... Ocala, Florida Abbe Sandler ............................................ Columbia, Maryland 
Marissa Ruth Quijada ............ .. ........ .. ........ .. Plantation, Florida Robert B. Sando ............................ .. ........... Boca Raton, Florida 
Pablo Quiroga ........ .. .. .. ............... .. ................... Hialeah, Florida Julian Carlos Sandoval ............ .. ...... .. ................. Doral, Florida 
Gael Carter Ragone ........................ .. .. .............. Tampa, Florida Yelissa Sans ................. ........................ ...... ......... Miami, Florida 
Tanya Rahman ................... .. .. ..... .. ............ ... Madison, Alabama Elizabeth Santiago ............................. West Palm Beach, Florida 
Thais Oviedo Rains ................ .. .. .. ............ Petaluma, California Luis Jose Santos Volquez .................................. Santo Domingo, 
Nicholas Rakestraw ............................................ Davie, Florida Dominican Republic, WI 
Sianna R. Ramdial... .... .... .................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Rupa Subrahmanyam Saripalli ....................... Miramar, Florida 
Lourdes Ramirez ................... .. .. ......................... Miami, Florida Joshua Sattler .................................... West Bloomfield, Michigan 
Yeney Ramos .............. ............ .. ...... ............... .. Orlando, Florida Rachael A. Scandarion ................ ................ Hollywood, Florida 
Parveen Kumar Rathee ................................ Hollywood, Florida Ashaki A. Scott ...................... .. ....................... Apopka, Florida 
Tiffiny Bernadette Redler .......... .. .. .. .... .. ......... Margate, Florida Henry W. Scurry III .......................................... TamjJa, Florida 
Alejandro J. Regalado ........................................ Miami, Florida Medgine I. Seraphin ................... .. ............ . Lafayette, Louisiana 
Daniel Regis .......................... .. ................ Port St. Lucie, Florida Ranah Seuraj .................... .. .. .. .... .. ........... Coral Springs, Florida 
Myron Reid ..................................................... Orlando, Florida Craig Justin Severson ...... .. ... .. ..................... Wellington, Florida 
Joymarie Elizabeth Reid-Williamson ... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Neil Maxwell Shah ................ .. .. .. ............ .. .. Plantation, Florida 
Ivette Renje ...................................................... Weston, Florida Sherrie Cleo Sheehan ............ .. .. .. ........ Deerfield Beach, Florida 
Lorena F. Ress ...................................... .............. Miami, Florida Kezia Nagaiah Shesham .................................... Belgaum, India 
Michelle Martinez Reyes ..................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Hilda Maria Siezar .................... .. .... .. . Virginia Gardens, Florida 
Luis Alberto Reyes Acosta .......... .. ....... Barranquilla, Colombia Marvin Simeon .................................... ........ Hollywood, Florida 
Heather Anne Rice ...................... .. ..... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Lashandra Anastacia Simmons ............ Chippingham, Bahamas 
Theondra Renee Rich ................................. Lauderhill, Florida Damian M. Sinclair ...................................... .. Miramar, Florida 
Talia Antonelli Rickard-Pastor ......................... Miami, Florida Nicole M. Sinclair. .............. .. ............ North Lauderdale, Florida 
Laura Riera Ferrantelli. ........................ Barquisimeto, Venezuela Omar Nicholas Sisto .......................................... Miami, Florida 
Armando Philip Riggi ...... .. .... .. ........... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Nicole Whitney Marie Smith ...... .. .. .. .......... .. ... Gahanna, Ohio 
Yolanda Rijos ................ .. ............................. Plantation, Florida Rasheeda G. Smith ....................... .......... St. Petersburg, Florida 
Marcia Angela Riley-Guest ............... West Palm Beach, Florida Tammy M. Smith ............ .. ....................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Lorena D. Rios ............ .............. .. ....................... Miami, Florida Cor ina Antonieta Smith Parra ................. Valencia, Venezuela 
Elliot Rivera ..................... .. ... .. .. .. ......... Fort Lauderdale , Florida Dorothy Smith-Ingram ............................... Hillside, New Jersey 
Paulette M. Rivera .......... .. .... ............... Pembroke Pines, Florida Andrew Souza ...................................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Melissa Karyn Rivers ............................. Castries , St. Lucia, WI Robert Stallings ........ ....... ... ............. .... .............. Miami, Florida 
Brasai L. Roberts ....................... .. ....... West Palm Beach, Florida Sally R. Stirn ............................ .. ......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Eva OJ etta Robinson .......................... .. ....... Ho llywood, Florida Whitney Denise Strum ........ .. .. .. ................. Lauderhill, Florida 
Jodi C. Robinson ................. .. ..... ....... .. .............. Miami, Florida Nicole Marina Suarez .......... .. ... .. .. .. ................... Miami, Florida 
Jose Luis Roces .................................. .......... Homestead, Florida Aizhan Sultanova ............ .. ...... .. ................ Astana, Kazakhstan 
Adriana Maria Rodriguez ................. .. ........ Cutler Bay, Florida Sophitalak Sumana ................. .. .... .. .. .. ...... Boca Raton, Florida 
Cristina Rodriguez ........... ................. ............... Hialeah, Florida Fritz K. Tabuteau .. .............. .. .... .. ................ Lake Worth, Florida 
Elizabeth Marqaret Rodriguez ................... .. .... Hialeah, Florida Jena M. Tadros .......... .. ............ .. ........... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Melissa Rodriguez ............................ .. .. .. .......... Weston, Florida Racquel Tatham ............ .. .. ... ............. St. Elizabeth, Jamaica, WI 
Tahimi Rodriguez Diaz .......... .. ........ .. ................ Miami, Florida Nadra Taylor ....................... .. ......................... Lakeland, Florida 
Dana Rogozinski ................ .. .. .. .................. Jacksonville, Florida Teresa Alice Taylor ........................................ Tequesta, Florida 
Thelma R. Rolle ................ .. .... .. ........ New Providence, Bahamas Timothy Wayne Taylor .................... Farmington Hills, Michigan 
Wilson Crawford Rook III .. ... .. .................... Wellington, Florida Maria E. Teixeira ..................... .. .................. Plantation, Florida 
Melissa Roper Miller ............................ Miami Gardens, Florida Eduardo Tejada .............. .. ........ .. ...... .. ................... Irving, Texas 
David J. Rosenof .............. .. ... .. ....................... Parkland, Florida Michael Tenen ........................ .. .... ....... .............. Miami, Florida 
Chelsea P. Ross ...................... .. ............. .. ....... Parkland, Florida Thomas Joseph Terribile .......... .. ...... .. Highland Falls, New York 
Lauren Nicole Rowan ................ .. .... .. .......... Plantation, Florida Mikal Terrinca .................. .. ........................... Parkland, Florida 
Brewster W. Rowley ............... .. .. .. ....................... Davie, Florida Jeremy Charles Theisen .......... .. .................. Fort Pierce, Florida 
Maria Christina Roy ........ .. ........ ..................... Miramar, Florida Michael Ryan Thom .............. .. .............. .. ...... Lakeland, Florida 
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Dwayne George Thomas ....................... .... ..... Miramar, Florida Tamara Jean Vieira .............................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Kamilah S. Thomas ........................................ Smyrna, Georgia Stephanie E. Vincent ................................... .. ... Sunrise, Florida 
Lesan A. Thomas ............ .......... ............... Coral Springs, Florida Elizabeth Vives .......................... ..... ... .... .. ..... Hollywood, Florida 
Michael P. Thomas ............................... Coconut Creek, Florida Jean Vixamar ......................................... Wesley Chapel, Florida 
Colette Thompson ........... ... ......... ...... .... ... .... . Nassau, Bahamas Courtney A. Waite .............................. Miami Gardens, Florida 
Char mane Beanka Thurston ..... ................... Nassau, Bahamas Rhyan J. Walcott ............................................ Miramar, Florida 
Philip B. Tiffany ............................................... Sunrise, Florida Kenneth A. Walters ...................................... Quincy, Kentucky 
Jodi-Ann Rene Tillman ..................... West Palm Beach, Florida Gordon Wang .............................................. Lauderhill, Florida 
Carlos Eduardo Tinajero ..................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Matthew Wang ........................................ Delray Beach, Florida 
Jessica Yaneri Tiru ....................................... Hollywood, Florida Alisha M. Warren ......... .. ........................... Jacksonville, Florida 
Topeka Trenise Tomlin ................................... Miramar, Florida Aja Felice Watkins .................................. Miami Beach, Florida 
Marco A. Torres .............................................. Miramar, Florida Jodi-Ann N. Watson ................... .. .................... Tampa, Florida 
Lucinda Toussaint .......................... North Miami Beach, Florida Jessica Webb ........................................... ....... Plainfield, Indiana 
Nicole Anne Toyloy ............................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Reina Desiree Webb ......................................... Sunrise, Florida 
Enrique Santiago Travieso ltriago .............. Caracas, Venezuela Joshua Charles Weissman .......................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Jelineth Triana ........ ............ ............ ...... ............. Miami, Florida Johnathon Wesley ..................... ........... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Ana Cristina Trisini Raucci ..................... Guayana, Venezuela Monefa Sm White ..... .. ......... ............ North Lauderdale, Florida 
Emsley Daniel Tromp, Jr . .................. ...... ........... Miami, Florida Robert Wild .................. ............................... Hollywood, Florida 
Alexandre Guillaume Tronel ............................... Paris, France Jairus LeMar Wilkerson ...................................... Lithia, Florida 
Lizzette H. Truitt ................. .............. .. West Melbourne, Florida Angela Renee Wilkes Lawrence .................... Tamarac, Florida 
John Lemorris Tucker ....................... Royal Palm Beach, Florida Alexis M. Williams .............................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Veronika A. Tucker .............................. Ormond Beach, Florida Susan Elizabeth Williams ................... Florence, South Carolina 
Mariela Tuero ................................................... .. Miami, Florida Wallace W. Woodard ......................................... Jupiter, Florida 
Bethany Uhrinek.. ................................. ..... Juno Beach, Florida Christy Woods ................................................... Miami, Florida 
Wendy Bello Updegrove ...................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Angela Wray ................................................ Plantation, Florida 
Camilo Uribe ....................................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Soutsakhone Xayavong ....... .. ........ Greensboro, North Carolina 
Vivian Marlen Usuga .............. ...... ........... Coral Gables, Florida Rui Xie ............................................................. Jingzhou, China 
Daniel Valera ..................................................... Miami, Florida Tremayne E. Youmans ......................... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Jose Luis Vallejo ....................... .... .................. . Miramar, Florida Crista Z. Young ............................... .. ............. Nassau, Bahamas 
Alexandra Varela ........... ......... ......... .................. Miami, Florida Janine Zambrano ................................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Stephane Varenne ............. ......... .. ... ..................... Lyon, France Marcella Zavala ................................................. Miami, Florida 
Anju Varghese .... ............... ................................ ..... Delhi, India Emily Anne Zemach ........................................... Davie, Florida 
Deanna C. Vargo ........ ..... ............................ Plantation, Florida Haley Elizabeth Zemach .................................... Davie, Florida 
Elianny Carolina Vera Guillen .................. Valencia, Venezuela Maryia A. Zhauniak ............................ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Blanca M. Viera ................... .............. ......... Melbourne, Florida Intiasar H. Ziyad ............................................. Atlanta, Georgia 
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COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION 
Leslie Bofill .............................................. Coral Gables, Florida Chryslee Hines ................................... Camj)bellsville, Kentucky 
Michael T. Daniels ............. .............. .... ...... ... .. Orlando, Florida Scott Ragsdale .................... .. .......................... Searcy, Arkansas 
Michael J. Green ........... ..... .............. ....... San Rafael, California Julieo S. Thompson ...... .. ................ ............. ..... Sunrise, Florida 
Robin Hill ........................ .. ...... .. .. ........... Centereach, New York 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Presented by Eric S. Ackerman, Ph.D. 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Mohamed F. Abd EI Aziz ......................... Kirkland, Washington Addison F. Ladiero ...................................... Manhattan, Kansas 
Sylvia M. Biggett .................................................. Spring, Texas Andy P. Liu ....................... .. .. ......... ... .......... San Jose, California 
Juan Pablo Calderin .......................................... Tampa, Florida Guillermo Llosa ................ .. ............ .. .................. Davie, Florida 
Benjamin Christy ...................................... Butler, Pennsylvania Nada Mohamed ....................................... Kirkland, Washington 
Dipen Dalal.. ................... .. ....................... ... Henderson, Nevada Rajasekhar Sandilya Ponukumati ....................... Davie, Florida 
Innocent Eugene ...................................... Coral Springs, Florida Richard A. Qualis ................................................ Viera, Florida 
Nicolas Allen Fisikelli .............................. Cooper City, Florida Nolan James Ritter .................................. .Leeds, Massachusetts 
Joseph Anthony Gonzales, Jr ....................... Kissimmee, Florida James Lamar Williams ..................... Mountain View, California 
David S. Jacobs .......................................... Lake Worth, Florida Michael Zimmerman .. ............ ................. Sunnyvale, California 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Mohammad Abdallah Alabdelaziz .................. Amman, Jordan Yoseph Yilma Kelile .................. .. .......................... Lutz, Florida 
John Becker .............................................. Broomfield, Colorado Guillermo M. Meyer ......................................... Medley, Florida 
Garrett Bluma ...................... .. .............. Stevens Point, Wisconsin Thomas John Tregner ...................... Charleston, South Carolina 
Tatiana Paola Fetecua .................................... Bogota, Colombia 
INFORMATION SECURITY 
Iman Anwar AI-Asfoor. ............................... Plantation, Florida Charles Michael Long ..... ............ .. .... ........... Allegan, Michigan 
Jayalaxmi Chakravarthy ....................... ....... Penfield, New York Diego Maldonado ............................. .. ....... Boca Raton, Florida 
John Patrick Cuckovich .......... ......................... Apopka, Florida John P. Masseria ...................... .. ....... .. .. ............... Davie, Florida 
Blake Michael Davidson .................................. Alma, Arkansas Marvin Andrew Million II ........................ Odenton, Maryland 
Patrick Donahue, Jr. ........... ....................... Woodbridge, Virginia Kayla Aury Mundaca ................... .. .. .. ............. Orlando, Florida 
Ali EI-Sharif.. ................................... Windsor, Ontario, Canada Robert Lee Roman ....................................... Lauderhill, Florida 
Jose Enrique Hernandez ........ .. ........................ Hialeah, Florida Richard Kevin VigiL ......... .. ....... .. ................ Pensacola, Florida 
Ronald Huizer .................................. ........ Miami Beach, Florida Terrill Nevin Wilson ..... .. ....... .. ... ........ Deerfield Beach, Florida 
Melody Jones Kaufmann ...... .. .................... Gainesville, Florida John Youssef.. ..................... ......... .. ................ Herndon, Virginia 
Matthew Wayne Keen ............... ........ .. ............. Tampa, Florida 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Mohamed Fathi Aboseada ........ .. ... ............... Tamarac, Florida Jeffrey P. Horton .................... .. .. .. .............. }acksonville, Florida 
Samer Alhassan ...... ............................... Land O'Lakes, Florida Ernest S. Johnson ............. .. .. .. ................... Memphis, Tennessee 
Karina 1. Alvarez ............. .. ... ... ... .. ... ................... Miami, Florida Gregory George Kozol ......................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
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Linda M. Godwin ............................................ Tampa, Florida Tomeka Michelle Shaw .......................... Greenville, Mississippi 
Christine Marie Gonzalez ......................... Boca Raton, Florida Kodesha Small ..................................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Sheenekah N. Greene ............... .. ......... Ormond Beach, Florida Wendy Lynn Smith ..................... .. ........ Coconut Creek, Florida 
Angel Harris ........................................ Pompano Beach, Florida Paracelse Teneus ......................... ................ North Miami Beach 
LaCheryl Daneka Harris .......... .......... ............ Miramar, Florida Katherine Vasquez ........ .. ................................... Ocala, Florida 
Laura J. Hendricks ............... .. .............. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Simona Warren ................................. North Lauderdale, Florida 
Tara Ashley Holter ....................................... Omaha, Nebraska Ashley Deneen Williams .......... .. ......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
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FARQUHAR COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Presented by Don Rosenblum, Ph.D. 
Marlisa Santos, Ph.D. 
WRITING 
Veronica Isidron ......... ..... .............. ..... ..... ............ Davie, Florida Chelsea L. Rodriguez .......................... .. .............. Davie, Florida 
Kimberli M. Kidd .............. .. .. .. .. .... .. .................. Sunrise, Florida Ashley Doreen Torres .......... .. .. .. ... .. .................. Sunrise, Florida 
Ke\'in Lichty ........................................ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Presented by Don Rosenblum, Ph.D. 
Mercedes Fernandez, Ph.D. 
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
Juliana Acosta ...................................... .. .......... Weston, Florida Onaida Sanchez ....................... .............. ............. Davie, Florida 
Neymi Layne Bernales Lavalle ........ .. ................. Davie, Florida Alexandra Elizabeth Srour ...... .. ...................... Weston, Florida 
Christina Marie Gobin ................................ Wellington, Florida Brandi Lian Viparina ...................................... Sarasota, Florida 
Mackenzie Ann Rack-Wildner ................ Coral Springs, Florida 
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UNIVERSITY VISION, MISSION, AND CORE VALUES 
VISION 2020 STATEMENT 
By 2020, through excellence and innovations in teaching, research, service, and learning, Nova 
Southeastern University will be recognized by accrediting agencies, the academic community, 
and the general public as a premier, private, not-for-profit university of quality and distinction 
that engages all students and produces alumni who serve with integrity in their lives, fields of 
study, and resulting careers. 
MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of Nova Southeastern University, a private, not-for-profit institution, is to offer 
a diverse array of innovative academic programs that complement on-campus educational 
opportunities and resources with accessible, distance-learning programs to foster academic 
excellence, intellectual inquiry, leadership, research, and commitment to community through 
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ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY 
ACADEMIC YEAR 2014-2015 
H. WAYNE HUIZENGA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
ADMINISTRATION 
J. Preston Jones, D.B.A. 
Dean 
Steven Harvey, M.B.A. 
Assistant Dean for Graduate Affairs 
Assistant Professor, Leadership and Management 
Karen S. McKenzie, Ph.D. 
Dennis Danncher, M.S. 
Assistant Dean of Enrollment Services 
Peter Finley, D.B.A. 
Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Affairs 
Associate Professor, Sport Management 
Rebecca Abraham, D.B.A. 
Professor 
Finance 
Russell Abratt, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Marketing 
Mohammed Ahmed, D.B.A. 
Part-time faculty 
Management 
James Agbodzakey, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Public Administration 
Barbara Alston, D.B.A. 
Part-time faculty 
Leadership 
Interim Executive Associate Dean for 
Accreditation, Strategic Planning, and Faculty 
Development; Professor, Accounting 
Joe Pineda, M.S. 
Assistant Dean of External Affairs 
FACULTY 
Ryan Atkins, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Supply Chain Management 
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Part-time faculty 
Economics 
Cheryl Babcock, M.B.A. 
Lecturer 
Entrepreneurship 
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Program Chair 
Associate Professor, Finance 
F. Barry Barnes, Ph.D. 
Part-time faculty 
Leadership 
James M. Barry, D.B.A. 
Associate Professor 
Marketing 
Michael Bendixen, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Decision Science 
Selmina Ben Mrad, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Marketing 
Michellle Bertolini, LL.M, J.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Accounting 
Herbert Brotspies, D.B.A. 
Part-time faculty 
Marketing 
John Carroll, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Public Administration 
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Marketing 
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Business Law 
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International Business 
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Human Resources 
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Part-time faculty 
Leadership 
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Part-time faculty 
Finance 
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Associate Professor 
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Anne Fiedler, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Human Resources 
Fred Forgey, Ph.D. 
Director of Real Estate Development Program 
Associate Professor, Real Estate 
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Jeffrey Fountain, Ph.D. 
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William Stronge, Ph.D. 
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GRADUATE SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES 
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ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY 
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Professor Emeritus 
Robin Cooper, Ph.D. 
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and Ethnic Studies 
Mark F. Davidheiser, Ph.D. 
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and Anthropology 
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and Peace Education 
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Professor of Family Therapy 
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and Communication 
Martha Gonzalez Marquez, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Family Therapy 
Arlene Brett Gordon, Ph.D. 
Director, Brief Therapy Institute 
Shelley K. Green, Ph.D. 
Professor of Family Therapy 
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Associate Professor of Family Therapy 
Evan A. Hoffman, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Conflict Resolution 
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Chair, Department of Multidisciplinary Studies 
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Debra A. Nixon, Ph.D. 
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Assistant Professor of Conflict Resolution 
OCEANOGRAPHIC CENTER 
Richard E. Dodge, Ph.D. 
Dean and Professor 
Patricia Blackwelder, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Curtis Burney, Ph.D. 
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Joana Figueiredo, Ph.D. 
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Nicole Fogarty, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Tamara Frank, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
David Gilliam, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
David Kerstetter, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Jose Lopez, Ph.D. 
Professor 
ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY 
Charles Messing, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Stephen O'Brien, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Samuel Purkis, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Bernard Riegl, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Mahmood Shivji, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Alexander Soloviev, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Richard Spieler, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Associate Dean of Academic Programs 
Tracey Sutton, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 




INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF HUMAN SERVICE, 
HEALTH, AND JUSTICE 
Kimberly Durham, Psy.D. 
Dean 
Tammy E. Kushner, Psy.D. 
Executive Associate Dean 
Jacquelyn Brown, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Marguerite Bryan, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Denise Crammer, Psy.D. 
Associate Professor 
Ross L. Baer, J.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Richard A. Beauchamp, J.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Adela Beckerman, Ph.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Gracie Boswell, Ph.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Jared Bucker, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Vachon Bullock, Ph.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Marcelo Castro, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Jose Cedillos, Ph.D. 
Adjunct faculty 
ADMINISTRATION 
Angela Yehl, Pys.D. 
Assistant Dean 
FACULTY 
Maribel Del,Rio Roberts, Psy.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Timothy Scala, Psy.D. 
Assistant Professor 
PARTICIPATING FACULTY 
Frank Colaprete, Ed.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Sharyn Conrad, D.N.P. 
Adjunct faculty 
Nathalie de Fabrique, Psy.D. 
Adjunct Instructor 
Frank A. DePiano, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Barbara Garcia,Lavin, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Alicia Jackson, J.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Tina Jaeckle, Ph.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Nicole Gonzalez, Psy.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Fernado Laracuente, Ed.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Careshia Moore, J.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Kenneth Nanni, Ph.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
James Nardozzi, D.P.A. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Melissa Noya, Ph.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Barbara Packer-Muti, Ed.D. 
Program Professor 
James Pann, Ph.D. 
Program Professor 
Jennifer Ries, Psy.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Irving Rosenbaum, D.P.A., Ed.D. 
Professor 
David Shapiro, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Rae Shearn, J.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Nurit Sheinberg, Ed.D. 
Professor 
Grace Telesco, Ph.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 
Vincent B. Van Hasselt, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Gregory M. Vecchi, Ph.D. 
Adjunct Faculty 




FARQUHAR COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
ADMINISTRATION 
Don Rosenblum, Ph.D. 
Dean/Associate Professor 
Thomas Fagan, Ph.D. 
Director/Professor 
Marlisa Santos, Ph.D. 
Director/Associate Professor 
FACULTY 
Jonathan Banks, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Leanne Boucher, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Allison Brimmer, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Shanti Bruce, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Coordinator of 
Writing Program 
Kelly Concannon Mannise, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
W. Matthew Collins, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
James Doan, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Kevin Dvorak, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Writing Center Coordinator 
Mercedes Fernandez, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Chair, MS in Experimental 
Psychology Program 
Christine Jackson, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Juliette Kitchens, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Claire Lutkewitte, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Eric Mason, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Madhavi Menon, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Ben Mulvey, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Jason Piccone, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Glenn Scheyd, Ph.D. 
Assistant Director/Associate Professor 
Andrea Shaw, Ph.D. 
Assistant Director/Associate Professor 
Aya Shigeto, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Valerie Starratt, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Weylin Sternglanz, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Ed Stieve, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Jaime Tartar, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Research Coordinator 
Star Vanguri, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Michael Voltaire, Ph.D., BCBA,D 
Assistant Professor 
Kathleen Waites, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Lynn Wolf, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
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Ceremonial garments worn at academic functions take their meaning from the original centers of 
learning of the western world in the church of the Middle Ages. Caps, hoods, and gowns of the early 
students and monks have been held through the centuries to be traditionally symbolic of the scholarly 
devotion so basic to education and to the deliberate and orderly evolution of knowledge. 
The introduction of classical studies, the gradual rise of the great universities across Europe, and the 
ever-increasing awareness of the decisive role of education in the entire development of civilization 
influenced leaders among academicians in their desire for a singular identity. In the attempt to create 
this differentiation, educators fell upon the medieval system of classic heraldry, whereby the coat of 
arms, assorted ornamental trappings, and patterns of colorful design had been adopted to denote the 
distinctive character of designated chivalric orders. The function of a pedagogical heraldry became, 
then, simply identification. As such, measures were taken to signify through distinctive markings on 
the academicians' attire the institution that had granted the degree, the field of learning in which the 
degree had been earned, and the level of the degree, e.g., bachelor's, master's, or doctorate. 
Of the three pieces of academic attire-the cap, the gown, and the hood-it is the hood that offers 
the most abundant and most readily discernable information about its owner. The inner lining of 
the hood identifies the institution at which the individual earned the degree. Some schools have 
adopted two-color patterns and introduced chevrons and bars in various designs to set themselves 
apart from other institutions. The velvet trim bordering the hood indicates the major field of learning, 
or faculty, in which the degree has been earned. The list at the conclusion of this section will explain 
this relationship. A final feature of the hood concerns its length and width and distinguishes further 
between holders of bachelor's, master's, and doctoral degrees. The length of the hood for the bachelor's 
degree is three feet, closed at the bottom, and with a velvet border of two inches. At Nova Southeastern 
University, however, individuals receiving a bachelor's degree do not wear a hood. A master's degree 
holder has a hood three and one-half feet in length with a three-inch wide border, and the hood is 
slit at the bottom. Individuals receiving doctoral degrees wear hoods four feet in length, open at the 
bottom, with five-inch borders. 
The cut of the gown aids in differentiating between the three levels of degrees. The bachelor's gown is 
relatively simple and falls in straight lines from an elaborate yoke. It may be recognized most readily by 
the long, pointed sleeves. The master's gown is somewhat fuller and bears no adornment. The sleeves 
are oblong in shape and open at the wrist, with the rear part of the oblong square cut while the front 
edge has a cutaway arc. The doctor's gown is more elaborate, with velvet panels down the front and 
around the neck of the garment. The sleeves are bell-shaped at the end and have three bars of the 
same material as the front panels at the upper portion of the arm. It is cut rather fully and may be 
ornamental in color. 
The mortarboard or Oxford-type cap has been adopted throughout most universities in the United 
States, although tams have become increasingly fashionable to denote holders of the doctoral degree. 
Colored tassels are usually worn by holders of the bachelor's and master's degrees. These denote the 
field of learning. 
The color, indeed the flamboyance, of academic dress undoubtedly adds to the sense of occasion 
at academic ceremonies. But as its historical roots show, it has a much deeper significance. It is an 
outward sign of the universality of universities, and of their responsibility for certain timeless values 
essential to the freedom of inquiry: tolerance of alternative views and courage in maintaining one's 
own tirelessness in the pursuit of truth and the free exchange of knowledge. Its wearing marks also 
the responsibility of the new graduate to maintain and uphold these ideals. These fundamentals 
of academic freedom have not been threatened in this country for more than 200 years, but the 
importance attached to the donning of traditional academic dress was underlined in recent years by 
scholars from Central and Eastern Europe; during the Cold War, their use of academic robes became 
a symbol of their refusal to be dominated completely by political forces and the state, and symbolized 
their persistent links to the worldwide community of scholars. Thus, the wearing of academic dress 
should be seen not simply as a sign of achievement, but as a symbol of the responsibility that falls on 
all members of universities. 
HONORS 
Students wear cords, pins, sashes, and medallions that reflect institutional and national academic 
honors as well as campus leadership, service, and engagement. 
PROCESSIONAL BANNERS (GONFALONS) 
The gonfalon, a banner that hangs from a crosspiece or frame, originated in the medieval republics 
of Italy as an ensign of state or office. Gonfalons have been adopted in many universities around the 
world as college or institutional insignias, and many use them to identify and lead colleges and schools 
within the university in academic procession. The gonfalons represent the university and the various 
academic divisions of Nova Southeastern University. 
The lower half of the gonfalon consists of the university insignia in various permutations. On the 
upper half is the name of a particular academic division of the university, along with a diagonal stripe 
in the color of that division's principal discipline. 
ARTS, LETTERS, HUMANITIES ........ White OPTOMETRY ......................... Sea Foam Green 
ACCOUNTANCY, BUSINESS .............. Drab ORATORY (SPEECH) ................... Silver Gray 
DENTISTRY ............................................. Lilac PHARMACy ................................ Olive Green 
ECONOMICS ....................................... Copper PHILOSOPHY ................................. .Dark Blue 
EDUCATION .................................... Light Blue PODIATRIC MEDICINE ............... Nile Green 
ENGINEERING .................... .. .............. Orange PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, 
FINE ARTS ......... ....... ............................ Brown HUMAN SERVICES, AND 
LAW ........................................................ Purple CRIMINAL JUSTICE .................. Peacock Blue 
MEDICINE .............................................. Green PUBLIC HEALTH ........................ Salmon Pink 
MUSIC ...................................................... Pink SCIENCE .................................... Golden Yellow 




During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle and also was displayed as a 
symbol to command order during royal gatherings, religious ceremonies, and university classes. As 
newer and more powerful military arms were created, however, the mace progressed into a symbol 
of authority and today is frequently used to lead religious and academic processions. 
The mace was originally a wooden staff carried by royal messengers as a symbol to preserve order and 
usher royal functions. The early wooden staff of such royal messengers or lead ushers of ceremonial 
processions was transformed in the 14th century into an elaborate sterling silver mace. Eventually, 
in the 15th century, it evolved into a symbol of academic excellence and dignity. 
THE NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY MACE 
Before its merger in 1994 with Southeastern University of the 
Health Sciences, Nova University's mace bore a sterling silver 
"nova star" symbolizing the university's name and mission. 
Symbolically, Nova University's "nova star" burned brightly, 
providing educational enlightenment to the world. Today, a 
new sterling silver mace highlights the past, present, and future 
through the inclusion of the original "nova star" representing 
the university's past, surrounding the NSU seal. When not 
in official use, the mace is displayed in the rotunda of the 
William and Norma Horvitz Administration Building. 
In Latin; nova means new or innovative. Nova Southeastern 
University was created to be an innovative educational 
institution-to take the best of traditional education from 
the past and mold it to fit the needs of students for today 
and tomorrow. 
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